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Abstract

This thesis presents a framework for using a network of workstations for a mixture of parallel
and sequential jobs, connected by an ATM network. These \vorkstations use standard oper
ating system software, are equipped with off-the-shelf network interfaces, do not allow direct
protected user-level access to the network, and use networks without reliable transmission or
flow control.

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is an international telecommunications standard de
signed for broadband integrated services; it is also well-suited for use within local-area net
works. ATM LANs can provide the networking support needed for communications at rates
of 155 Mbitsjsec and higher.

This thesis first analyzes the protocol processing required to handle ATM communication.
Based on this analysis, the architectural issues in the design of host interfaces for ATM
local-area networks will be discussed. Analytical and experimental evaluations show that
ATM adapters can perform quite close to their designed limits provided that they are used
in a properly configured environment with series resources capable of sustaining the desired
throughputs. While the media speed may be 155 Mbitsjsec, there are a number of factors
that will determine the final achieved maximum throughput observed by a user of an ATM
adapter. Some are the overhead inherent to ATM, such as the 5 byte ATM header that
accompanies every 48 bytes of data sent. Others are inherent in the protocol used in the
communications layers above ATM. Still others are dependent upon the processor speed and
the operating system used by the adapter host system. In particular, it can be concluded
that a simple host interface, which leaves most of the ATM protocol processing to be done
by the host computer, supports performance for data communication around 90 Mbitsjsec.
However, to support higher bandwidth communication, the ATM interface should include an
embedded processor.

Active messaging is a communication model designed around the interaction of a network
interface and its driving software in an operating system. By utilizing this model, the user
can design applications that make better use of the available computing and communication
resources. Currently, successful implementations exist only for a certain subset of workstations
and network adaptors.

Active Messages is a mechanism that allows efficient overlapping of communication with
computation in multiprocessors. Communication using Active Messages is in the form of
requests (l,nd matching replies. An Active Message contains the address of a handler that gets
called upon receipt of the message followed by up to four words of arguments. The function
of the handler is to pull the message out of the network and integrate it into the ongoing
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computation. A request message handler mayor may not send a reply message. However, in
order to prevent live-lock, a reply message handler cannot send another rep1y.

Shared memory provides programmers with a simple model for programming parallel comput
ers by providing a single address space. In the shared memory model, processors communicate
via reads and writes to the shared address space, facilitating the usage of pointer-based data
structures required for many complex algorithms.

Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) is a software abstraction providing a single shared address
space to processors with disjoint memories. The idea of DSM over a network of workstations
has been around for quite some time. However, due to poor performance, it may not be
attractive as a practical solution. The emergence of high performance ATM networks may
finally alleviate this problem, and make a DSM a practical reality. This thesis describes
Quarks, a DSM based parallel programming environment in UNIX, which is developed to
provide a tool that can easily be used for building high performance computing applications.

There is a large amount of literature on using idle cycles in a network of workstations for
sequential load sharing, as well as executing parallel programs on a dedicated network of
workstations. Building upon earlier work, this thesis examined the feasibility of combining
sequential and parallel jobs on a single platform. Traces at the University of California
(Berkeley), showed that there were enough idle cycles present in their cluster to effectively
support both sequential and parallel workloads given a reasonable recruitment threshold and
an efficient implementation of process migration. The success of the proposed system hinges
upon maintaining the response time of the interactive sequential users of the cluster. Thus,
parallel jobs were only run on otherwise inactive machines. However, because of secondary
memory effects, moving a parallel process away from a workstation can potentially be quite
costly to interactive users upon their return. A social contract can be used to minimize the
number of interruptions to anyone sequential user while still maintaining parallel throughput.

At the Cornell university (Ithaca, NY) they run a research project called: U-Net, a user-level
network interface for parallel and distributed computing. The U-Net communication architec
ture provides processes with a virtual view of a network interface to enable userlevel access to
high-speed communication devices. The architecture implemented on standard workstations
using off-the-shelf ATM communication hardware, removes the kernel from the communi
cation path, while still providing full protection. This allows a much tighter integration of
computation and communication with the effect that communication overheads are reduced
dramatically.

The model presented by U-Net allows for the construction of protocols at user level whose
performance is only limited by the capabilities of the network. The architecture is extremely
flexible in the sense that traditional protocols like TCP and UDP, as well as novel abstractions
like Active Messages can be implemented efficiently.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A distributed system is a programming infrastructure which allows the use of a collection of
workstations as a single integrated system. A distributed system is composed of a number of
autonomous processors with their own operating system and storage devices, which interac
tively co-operate. The communication network is used for information exchange, interaction
and co-ordination among the various processes. In discussing communication performance it
is important to distinguish the time spent in the actual net\vork hardware, which is called
latency, from that spent in the processor in preparing to send or receive a message, which is
called overhead. The network latency can potentially be overlapped with computation, while
overhead is processor cycles that cannot be used for computation.

This thesis gives a framework for a network of workstations with an operating system as
a layer on top of commercial systems to allow efficient, portable, and robust exploration
and extension of operating system functionality. To ensure portability, this layer relies on a
minimal set of standardized features of the underlying operating system (Chapter 3).

Until recently, computer networks have been developed independently of telephone networks.
Computer networks have typically used packet switching, which is well suited for bursty
nature of data communication. Telephone networks, on the other hand, have used circuit
switching to support the fixed bandwidth and delay requirements of voice communication.
However, now that integrated services (digitized voice and video, together with traditional data
communication) are becoming important, a new worldwide telecommunications network is
being developed. This new telecommunications network is the Broadband Integrated Services
Digital Network (B-ISDN) and is based on gigabit-speed, fiber-optic technology.

A key component of the B-ISDN architecture is a new communication standard called Asyn
chronous Transfer lv/ode (ATM) (Chapter 2). The ATM standard is based on fast switching
of small cells each containing 48 bytes of information. By using small cells to transfer data,
ATM is able to provide the flexible multiplexing and bandwidth allocation needed to support
the wide range of audio, video, and data communications that will be carried over B-ISDN.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Th.e AIM sti!Ild;:trd is as appropriate for the implementation of local-area networks as it
is for B-ISDN. ATM-based local-area networks have the following advantages over existing
local-area network standards:

• Support for high-speed, multi-media services in the local environment. An ATM-based
LAN provides an environment in which traditional data communications coexist with
multi-media applications demanding real-time communication. Compared to other high
speed local-area network standards, such as FDDI, the flexibility of ATM provides better
support for integrated services including real-time and audio communications. At a base
rate of approximately 155 Mbits/sec, an ATM network is fast enough to support these
services. Moreover, the ATM standard allows higher speeds at multiples of the base
rate, including 622 Mbits/sec and 2.4 Gbits/sec.

• Direct interconnection with telecommunication networks. An ATM-based LAN will pro
vide significant advantages in interconnectivity. First, it will be possible for ATM-based
local-area networks to have high-speed interconnections to other local-area networks via
the telecommunication system. Second, it will be significantly simpler to integrate local
and wide-area communications, since long-distance and local connections will use the
same network standard.

The increased availability of high-speed local-area networks has shifted the bottleneck in
local-area communication from the limited bandwidth of network fabrics, to the software
path traversed by messages at the sending and receiving end. In particular, i!l a traditional
networking architecture, the path taken by messages through the kernel involves several copies
and crosses multiple levels of abstraction between the device driver and the user application.
The resulting processing overheads limit the peak communication bandwidth, and cause high
end-to-end message latencies. The effect that users who upgrade from Ethernet to a faster
network (e.g. ATM), fail to observe an application speed-up with the improvement in raw
network performance.

Active Messages (Chapter 3) is a mechanism that allows efficient overlapping of commu
nication with computation in multiprocessors. Communication using Active Messages is in
the form of requests and matching replies. The concept of Active Messages is as elegant as
it is simple. When an Active Message arrives, the address of a user-defined handler is read
out of the message's header. This handler is then invoked with a pointer to the message as
its argument. This handler is small and compact. It performs some finite amount of work,
which may include sending a reply Active Message, and then returns. The user's program
can then continue. (This process is similar to that of an interrupt-driven device driver, the
critical difference being the the user~s code is executeJ upon reception of an interrupt from
the device.) The role of the user-defined handler is merely to fill or empty the data from the
network's buffers. Active Messages are intended to be the primitives upon which all other
communicatiun uveratiuw, afe based. It has been shOwn that both the two phase protocol
used in most networking and the less common three phase deadlock-free protocol map quite
naturally to the Active Messages paradigm. This mapping implies that Active Messages much
more closely resembles the underlying communication model than do traditional communi
cation protocols. Distributed applications can thus be redesigned with Active Messages and
can realize significant improvement in effective bandwidth.
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Exploiting idle resources (Chapter 5) in a network of workstations has been a popular topic
for many years. There has long been widespread interest in using a network of workstations for
parallel computing. In the last few years Massively Parallel Processors (MPPs) and network
of workstations have become more alike. MPPs are using the same processors, memory, and
even operating systems found in workstations. While network of workstations have started
to use switches in their local-area networks (LANs) similar to MPP-style networks. Thus,
MPPs are trying to take advantage of the workstation price-performance curve, while the
disparity between LAN and MPP network performance is being addressed by recent LAN
developments.

Combining sequential and parallel workloads on a network of workstations introduces a new
set of resource management policy concerns. To provide desktop performance equivalent to
a dedicated uniprocessor, we assume the system must deliver the equivalent of a dedicated
workstation to each active user. If parallel programmers are going to use idle workstations
in a network of woikstations, they must receive guarantees performance similar to a smaller
but dedicated MPP.

The increased use of techniques such as distributed shared memory (Chapter 4), remote
procedure call (Chapter 3), remote objected-oriented invocations, and distributed cooperative
file caches (Chapter 5) will further increase the importance of low round-trip latencies and
high bandwidth at the low-latency point.

Many new appUcations could benefit not only from higher network performance but also from
a more flexible interface to the network (Chapter 6). By placing all protocol processing into
the kernel, the traditional networking architecture cannot easily support new protocols or
new message send/receive interfaces (e.g. Active Messages). Integrating application specific
information int\? protocol processing allows for higher efficiency and greater flexibility in
protocol cost management. Applications can also avoid copying message data by sending
straight out of data structures. Being able to accommodate application specific knowledge
into the communications protocols becomes more and more important in order to be able to
utilize the network and to couple the communication and computation effectively.

The goal is to remove the kernel completely from the critical path and to allow the commu
nication layers used by each process to be tailored to its demands. The key issues that arise
are

• multiplexing the network among processes,

• providing protection such that processes using the network cannot interfere with each
other,

• managing limited communication resources without the aid of a kernel path,

• designing an efficient yet versatile programming interface to the network.



Chapter 2

ATM

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a communication architecture based on switching or
relaying small fixed length packets called cells. In ATM, all data is transferred in 53-byte
cells. Each cell has a 5-bytc header which identifies the cells route through the network, and
a 48-byte payload containing user data. This user data in turn carries any headers or trailers
required by higher-level protocols. The header of each cell contains a Virtual Connection (VC)
identifier, consisting of a Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) and a Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI).
The simplicity of the algorithm for forwarding ATM cells lends itself to efficient hardware
implementation. The VC routing information used by the hardware is updated by switch
control software when a connection is established. In the case of a multiple-switch ATM
LAN, the control software on the switches must cooperate to route the connection through
the network, but again only at the time the connection is established; during the transfer of
cells over the connection, only the switch hardware is involved.

By far the most important ad vantage that ATM offers over competing technologies is its
open-ended growth path. As a Local Area Network (LAN) architecture, ATM is not locked
into a single physical medium or speed. Instead, it can utilize any combination of speeds, from
45 Mbits/sec to 2.5 Gbits/sec, and a variety of media, including coax, twisted pair and fiber.
Data rates of 155 Mbits/sec between workstation ATM adapter cards are commonly used.
As computers become faster and ATM interfaces move 'closer' to the CPUs, applications will
be able to access the network at standard speeds of 622 Mbits/sec, 2.5 Gbits/sec and higher.

ATM is divided into four service classes of traffic:

Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D

Constant bit rate (CBR), connection oriented, synchronous traffic.
Variable bit rate (VBR), connection oriented, synchronous traffic.
Variable bit rate, connection oriented, asynchronous traffic.
Connection-less packet data.

ATM is fundamentally a connection-oriented technology. In contrast most LAN based pro
tocols are connection-less. Before data transfer can occur between two points on an ATM
network, a connection needs to be established between those end points using a signaling
protocol. Once this is done, ATM cells are self-routing, in that each cell contains fields which
identify the connection to which the cell belongs.

5



6 CHAPTER 2. ATM

As mentioned before, each ATM cell contains two fields: a Virtual Path Identifier (VPI)
and a Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI), which jointly serve to identify connections. The
VPljVCI have local significance only, they identify a particular cell as being associated with
a particular virtual circuit, across a single link. A set of VPljVCI mappings is programmed
across an ATM network, from one terminal to another (and vice versa), through any number
of intermediate switches. That identifies cells belonging to the connection on each link. It is
this concept of using a label, a connection identifier, for data belonging to a particular circuit
that leads to the phrase 'label multiplexing' to differentiate ATM from position-multiplexed
methods such as TDM and synchronous transfer mode.

ATM circuits are virtual, in that while the network recognizes the association between two
or more endpoints identified by the VPIjVCI mappings, it does not explicitly reserve specific
positions in the frame for each circuit, unlike with TDM. ATM can reserve bandwidth over
a period of time, but it does not dictate the position in the stream of data. This means that
bandwidth is only used when a node has data to send, which allows ATM to incorporate the
efficiency of packet switching, the ability to allocate bandwidth on demand based on need.
However, because of its use of fixed format cell headers and virtual circuits, ATM does not
have the overhead inherent on LANs and other packet switched networks, where packets are
forwarded based on headers and addresses that vary in location and length, depending upon
the protocol in use.

2.1 ATM network architecture

The two major types of interfaces in ATM networks are the User-to-Network Interface (UNI)
and the Network-to-Network Interface, or Network-to-Node Interface (NNI). Only the UNI is
relevant and therefore the NNI will not be discussed in this thesis.

In an ATM network, an end system requests a connection to another end-point by transmitting
a signaling request across the UNI to the network. This request is passed to a signaling entity
within the network, which passes across the network to the destination. If the destination
agrees to form a connection, a virtual circuit is set up across the ATM network between the
two end-systems. A mapping is defined between the VPljVCI on both UNI's.

The fact that a virtual circuit is set up on a link does not imply that another virtual circuit
cannot be set up on the same link also. The only re4 uireIlleul is that the VPljVCI combination
for any given virtual circuit is unique across any given link.

2.2 ATM protocols

The ATM protocol reference model (Figure 2.1) is similar to the OSI layered model. Commu
nication from higher layers occurs through three layers the ATM Layer, the Physical Layer,
and the ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL).
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2.2.1 ATM Layer

Higher layers
ATM adaptation layer

ATM layer
Virtual channel level

Virtual path level
Transmission path level

Physical layer Digital section level
Regenerator section level

Figure 2.1: ATM Transport Hierarchy

7

It is the ATM Layer that deals with ATM cells. An ATM cell consist of a 5 byte header and
a 48 byte information payload field (Figure 2.2). Bytes are transmitted in increasing order,
starting with the first byte of the header, and bits within bytes are transmitted in decreasing
order, starting with bit 8. The structure of each ATM cell is always the same anywhere within
an ATM network.

Bit
8765432

Header

5 bytes
5
6

Information field

48 bytes

53
'---------------------'

Figure 2.2: ATM Cell Format

ATM Cell Header Fields

Figure 2.3 shows the header format at the user-network interface.

Generic Flow Control (GFC)

The 4-bit GFC field is defined only across the UNI. The GFC is intended to be used to control
traffic flow across the UNI and alleviate short term overload conditions.
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8 7 6
Bit

5 4 3 2
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GFC I VPI
VPI I VCI

VCI
VCI I PT ICLP

HEC

1

2
3

4

5

Figure 2.3: ATM Cell Header Format Across the UNI

Virtual Path Identifier (VPI)

The VPI is used to identify virtual paths. The VPI field is 8 bits wide across the UNI. To
date, neither the ATM Forum nor the CCITT has defined a use for virtual paths across the
UNI. In an idle cell (one containing no information) the VPI field is set to zeros; this is also
the default value of the VPI. Non-zero values of the VPI are used for various meta-signaling
and other Operations Administration and Maintenance (GAM) procedures. The ATM Forum
UNI standard allows support of permanent virtual paths, but has yet to work on defining the
signaling required to allow virt ual path~ to be set-up dynamically.

Virtual Circuit Identifier (Vel)

The 16-bit VCI field is used to identify virtual circuits across either a UNI or a NNI. The
default value of the VCI, for idle cells, is all zeros. Other VCI values are reserved for various
purposes. It is expected that end devices will specify a desired value of the VPljVCI fields
to be used when requesting a connection to an end system. It is the function of the network
to assign VPljVCI values across all other links.

Typically, VPljVCI values are assigned symmetrically - that is, the same values are reserved
in both directions across a link. This does not imply that traffic also needs to be sent in both
directions. While virtual circuits are always set up in both directions, they can be used either
unidirectionally or bidirectionally. In the ATM Forum UNI specification, implementations
are not required to support the entire VCI space, which is very large, but recognize only a
contiguous subset of VCI values (starting at 0). This will make implementation easier and
cheaper.

Payload Type (PT)

The 3-bit field is used to identify the payload type carried in the ATM cell, as well as to
identify control procedures. Table 2.1 shows the interpretation of the PT bits. A value of 0 in
the first bit indicates user information, that is, information from the next higher layer. In this
case, the second bit indicates whether congestion has been experienced; the third bit, known
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as the ATM-user-to-ATM-user (AAU) indication bit is one-field that can be used to convey
information between users. The use of this bit in the ATM Adaptation Layer is discussed in
Section 2.2.3. A value of 1 in the first bit indicates that this cell carries network management
or maintenance information. This indication allows the insertion of network-management
cell onto a user's VCC without impacting user's data. Thus, it can provide in-band control
information.

Table 2.1: Payload Type (PT) Field Coding

PT Coding Interpretation
000 User data cell, AAU = 0, congestion not experienced
001 User data cell, AAU = 1, congestion not experienced
010 User data cell, AAU = 0, congestion experienced
011 User data cell, AAU = 1, congestion experienced
100 OAM F5 segment associated cell
101 OAM F5 end-ta-end associated cell
110 Resource management cell
111 Reserved for future function

Cell Loss Priority (CLP)

The I-bit CLP field is used for explicit indication of the cell loss priority. It is set by the AAL
layer and used by the network to indicate the relative importance of cell. The bit is set to 1
when a cell can be discarded due to congestion, and the cell will be subject to discarding in
the event a switch does experience congestion. If the cell should not be discarded, this bit is
set to O. The CLP bit is very useful, since it allows certain types of traffic to take priority in
congested networks.

The CLP bit may also be set by the network, for instance, if a connection exceeds its com
mitted bandwidth limit, but the link is otherwise under-utilized.

Header Error Check (HEC)

This is an 8-bit Cyclic Redundancy Code (CRC) computed over all fields III the ATM cell
header.

The BEC is capable of:

• detecting all single bit errors

• detecting certain multiple bit errors

• correct single bit errors, though this is not mandatory.

in the ATM cell header.

It is important that errors in the ATM cell headers be detected, since an error in a VPljVCI
value can lead not only the loss of cell and its data, but also to the possible corruption of the
data flow of other virtual circuits, if the corrupted value of the VPljVCI corresponds to that
of another active circuit.
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Multibit error detected
(cell discarded

Error detected
(cell discarded)

Single bit error detected
(correction)

No error detected D
(no action) Detection

f-------''----_f----.:....---1 Mode

Figure 2.4: Operation at Receiver

Figure 2.4 depicts the operation of the HEC algorithm at the receiver. At initialization the
receiver's error-correction algorithm is in the default mode for single-bit error correction. As
each cell is received , the HEC calculations and comparisons are performed. As long as no
errors are detected, the receiver remains in error-correction mode. When an error is detected,
the receiver will correct the error if it is a single- bit error or will detect that a multibit error
has occurred. In either case, the receiver now moves to detection mode. In this mode, no
attempt is made to correct errors. The reason for this change is to recognize a noise burst or
other event that might cause a sequence of errors. The receiver remains in detection mode as
long as errored cells are received. When a header is examined and found - not to be in error,
the receiver switches back to correction mode.

ATM Layer Operation

The operation of the ATM Layer varies depending upon whether it is an end-point or a switch.

When the node is an end system, the ATM Layer exchanges a cell stream with the physical
layer, inserting cells if it does not have any information to transmit, and generating cells from
the information payloads passed from the AAL. The 48-byte information payload transmitted
in cells are passed from the AAL, together with various parameters, such as the payload type
value and the value of the CLP field, to the ATM layer.

There is no restriction placed on the ATM Layer on the order in which multiple virtual need
be serviced, this is a matter of local implementation. In practice, most ATM Layer imple
mentations will support some variant of a round-robin servire protocol amI contain prioritiflS.
A node which supports multiple concurrent circuits will transmit a cell at a time from each
circuit, servicing higher priority queues before lower priority ones. The only restriction, as
noted earlier, is that all data must be transmitted in order. that is. cell misordering is not
permitted.
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The physical layer is segmented into two sub-layers: the Physical Medium Dependent (PMD)
sublayer, and the Transmission Convergence (TC) sublayer (Figure 2.5).

ATM Layer

ATM physical layer
Transmission Convergence (TC) sub-layer

Physical Medium Dependent (PMD) sub-layer
Medium

Figure 2.5: ATM Physical Layer Sublayering

This sublayering is important since it separates transmission from the physical interface and
allows ATM interfaces to be built on a large variety of physical interfaces. The PlvlD is
specific to a particular type of physical layer and deals with aspects as bit timing and physical
medium (e.g. connectors). The TC sublayer performs a convergence function which receives
a bit stream from the PMD and extracts cells to pass to the ATM Layer. The exact means by
which these functions are done, will be different depending upon the type of physical medium
employed.

Some of the common functions of the TC are:

• cell delineation,

• cell rate decoupling,

• HEC generation and checking,

• various Operations Administration and Maintenance (OAM) functions.

Cell delineation is the extraction of cells from the bit stream received from the PMD, while cell
rate decoupling is the adaptation, through the deletion or insertion of idle cells, of the speed of
the ATM Layer cell stream to the cell rate of the physical interface. On most physical layers,
there are PMD dependent framing schemes which can be used to facilitate this function. Since
the TC is meant to be medium independent, however, the ATM standards also requires that
the physical layer uses the HEC to perform this function. In essence, the TC will check to
ensure that it has properly determined where cells start and finish, by calculating the HEC for
every cell received and checking this against what it thinks to be the HEC of the received cell.
If these do not match for many successive cells, the TC will know that it has not found the
proper cell stream and will keep looking. This is the reason why the physical layer calculates
the HEC for all cells and why non-zero cells are always transmitted across an ATM link.

2.2.3 ATM Adaptation Layer

The ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) protocols generate the traffic that is carried in the ATM
cells. They do this by performing a convergence function, that is, they take whatever traffic
is to be sent across the ATM network, establish the appropriate connections, then package
the traffic received from the higher layers into the 48 byte information payload that is then
passed down to the ATM Layer for transmission. In the reverse direction, the AAL must
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receive information payloads passed up from the ATM Layer and put these into the form
expected by the higher layer.

The AAL provides a service to the higher layer that corresponds t'o the 4 classes of traffic.
The operation of the AAL protocols clearly vary depending upon the type of traffic that is
carried, in fact, there are 5 AAL protocol layers defined, each was designed to optimally carry
one of the 4 classes of traffic (Figure 2.6).

Class A I Class B Class C I Class D
Timing relation be- Required Not required
tween source and
destination
Bit rate Constant I Variable
Connection mode Connection oriented I Connectionless
AAL protocol Type 1 I Type 2 Type 3/4, Type 5 I Type 3/4

Figure 2.6: Service Classification for AAL

Early implementations of private ATM networks will probably only support AAL 5. This
requires that a connection be set-up across the network prior to data transfer. Once such
a connection is set-up, any kind of traffic could be carried in Protocol Data Units (PDUs)
across the network.

A particular ATM end-node could support multiple instances of multiple different types of
AAL. The implementation must ensure, that there is some local means of associating a par
ticular instance of an AAL layer entity with its corresponding ATM Layer entity (so that
the ATM Layer will know which VPljVCI to use, and which cell payloads to pass up). The
means by which this is done is up to the designer of the device.

One of the functions that many of the AAL protocols have in common is Segmentation and
Reassembly (SAR). SAR refers to the process by which a higher layer SDU, passed to an AAL,
is divided or segmented into units that can be carried in the 48 byte information payloads.

AAL Services

Services provided by AAL:

• Handling of transmission errors

• Segmentation and reassembly, to enable larger blocks of data to be carried in the infor
mation field of ATM cells,

• Handling of lost and mis-inserted cell conditions,

• Flow control and timing control.
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Class A - AAL Type 1
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Class A corresponds to connection oriented, constant bit rate rate traffic, where there is a
strong timing relation between the source and the destination.

Data is given to the AAL 1 by a higher layer at a constant bit rate (i.e. a fixed number of bits
at a regular frame rate), and must be delivered at the destination at the same rate. The AAL
1 protocol layer places the received data in an AAL Type 1 Segmentation and Reassembly
Protocol Data Unit (SAR-PDU), as shown in Figure 2.7. This 48 byte SAR-PDU is passed
down to the ATM Layer, where it forms the information field for an ATM cell.

4 bits 4 bits
[?N~ SNP

SAR-PDU header

47 bytes
[SAR-PDU payload]

Figure 2.7: AAL Type 1 SAR-PDU

Class B - AAL Type 2

Class B traffic is connection oriented, where a strong timing relation between source and
destination is required, but where the bit rate may be variable. AAL 2 packetizes data
passed to it from a higher layer into a SAR-PDU, which it then passes to the ATM Layer for
transmission. Data is passed to the AAL 2 from higher layers at the source at fixed intervals,
and must be passed to the destination at the same rate. In this case, the amount of data
passed to the AAL layer may vary with the transfer. The amount of data may also exceed
the capacity of a single cell, thus requiring the AAL to segment the data at the destination
before passing to the higher layer.

The CCITT has yet to fully define the AAL 2 SAR-PDU, but a suggested structure for it is
shown in Figure 2.8

~ IT
SAR-PDU header

I SAR-PDU payload I:JIJ CRC
SAR-PDU trailer

Figure 2.8: AAL Type 2 SAR-PDU

Class C - AAL Type 3/4

Class C traffic is connection oriented, variable rate data, where there is no timing relationship
between source and destination. AAL Type 3/1 is fairly complex because its PDU formats
are also used to provide Class D (connection-less data) service.

As noted, Class C traffic is connection oriented, so a connection needs to be set-up over the
ATM network before packet data can be exchanged. Once this connection is set-up, there is
no restriction on the type of traffic that can be carried by the Class C AAL PDUs.

The protocol structure for the Class C also contain two parts, a Convergence Sublayer(CS) and
a SAR (segmentation and reassembly) sublayer (Figure 2.9). The CS performs the various
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convergence functions that are required to map whatever higher layers are using the AM
(connection oriented or connection-less), into the SAR sublayer and the ATM Layer.

Higher Layers

AAL 3/4, AAL 5
Convergence Sublayer (CS)

Segmentation & Reassembly Sublayer (SAR)
ATM Layer

Figure 2.9: Class C AAL 3/4 and AAL 5 Structure

Variable length information units (typically data packets) will be passed to the CS sublayer,
which will packetize these into its own PDU, the CS-PDU. The CS-PDU is then passed by
the CS sublayer to the SAR sublayer, which will segment the CS-PDU into his own 48 byte
SAR-PDUs and pass it to the ATM Layer for transmission.

AAL Type 3/4 can operate in a number of different modes. In Message Mode, the fixed or
variable size SDU are passed to the AAL and transmitted in a single CS-PDU. In Streaming
Mode, a single SDU is passed to the AAL and transmitted in multiple CS-PDUs, as and when
pieces of the SDU are received. This is a pipelined or streaming mode of operation, and may
be used to intermediate nodes (e.g. bridges and routers) to start transmitting a packet being
received from another source, before the entire packet has arrived. This would reduce the
latency experienced by the packet.

Both modes of operation can also be run in either assured operation, where the AAL layer
will assure the correct end-to-end delivery of user data through such mechanisms as retrans
mission and flow control (similar to the operation of the TCP protocol), or non-assured
operation, where delivery of CS-PDUs is not assured and there is no retransmission of lost
or corrupted CS-PDUs. Flow control may be optionally used in non-assured mode. These
protocol procedures have not yet been fully specified by the CCITT.

The CS-PDU is passed from CS sublayer to the SAR Sublayer, where it is segmented into
one or more SAR-PDU. The structure of the AAL 3/4 SAR-PDU is shown in Figure 2.10.

2 bits 4 bits 10 bits 44 bytes 6 bits 10 bits
ST I SN I MID I SAR-PDU payload I LI I CRC

SAR-PDU header SAR-PDU trailer

Figure 2.10: AAL Type 3/4 SAR-PDU

Class C - AAL Type 5

The concern over the complexity and lack of full specification of the AAL 3/4 lead to the
definition of a new Class C AAL protocol, AAL 5 to perform a subset of the functions of AAL
3/4. AAL 5 will be applied to variable bit rate sources without a timing relation between
source and destination. Its message mode service, streaming mode service and assured/non
assured operation are identical to those defined for AAL 3/4. However, one essential difference
is that AAL 5 does not support a multiplexing function, so there is no MID field.
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AAL 5 is subdivided into an SAR and CS, as shown in Figure 2.9. The CS is further subdivided
into a CPCS and an SSCS. This SSCS is application dependent and may be null. If needed,
one possible function of the SSCS might be the multiplexing of different AAL connections (as
know from the AAL 3/4 using the MID field).

Segmentation and Reassembly Sublayer

The SAR sublayer accepts SOUs which are an integer multiple of 48 bytes from the CPCS. No
additional overhead, that is, no more fields, are added to the received SOUs at the SAR sub
layer. Only segmentation and, in the reverse direction, reassembling functions are performed.
For the recognition of the beginning and end of a SAR-POU, AAL 5 makes uses of the AAU
parameter. This parameter is part of the PT field in the ATM header (cf. Section 2.2.1). An
AAU parameter value of '1' indicates the end of a SAR-SOU, while a value of '0' indicates
the beginning or continuation of a SAR-SDU. Thus a Segment Type (ST) field (as provided
in AAL 3/4) is not used. The fact that this AAL type makes use of information conveyed in
the ATM cell header can be considered as 'level mixing'. This means that the operations of
AAL 5 are no longer completely independent of the underlying ATM layer.

Convergence Sublayer

For the transfer of user data, the CPCS provides frames with any len~th from 1 to 65535
bytes. Additionally, 1 byte of user-to-user information is transparently transferred with each
CPCS-POU. A CRC-32 is used to detect bit errors. The CPCS-PDU format of AAL 5 is
shown in Figure 2.11

0.. .47 bytes 8 bits 8 bits 16 bits 32 bits

I CPCS-PDD paylo~AD ~J CPI I Length I CRC
CrCS-PDD trailer

Figure 2.11: AAL Type 5 CPCS-PDU

The functions of the CPCS require an 8 bytes CPCS-PDU trailer. In addition, a PAD field
provides for 48 bytes alignment of the CPCS-PDU.

The CPCS user-to-user indication field is used for the transparent transfer of CPCS user
to-user information. The common part indicator (CPI) field can be used to interpret the
remaining fields in the CPCS-PDU header and trailer. Currently it is set to all zeros. For the
time being it is merely used to align the CPCS-POU trailer to 64 bits. The length field is used
to encode the length of the CPCS-PDU payload field. It is also used by the receiver to detect
the loss or gain of information. Setting the length field to zero leads to partially transmitted
CPCS-SDUs being aborted. The CRC-32 is used to detect bit errors in the CPCS-PDU.
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2.3 ATM signaling

In an ATM network, VCs should be created on demand between any pair of hosts that need
to communicate, and their resources should be released when the connection is no longer
needed. The ATM standards in this area are still incomplete.

Signaling protocols

Signaling protocols, in general, will operate across ATM interfaces using the service of the
ATM network. Signaling packets will be transmitted in ATM cells (probably using AAL 5),
across reserved VPI/VCI values. Signaling requests will be sent by nodes to request the set
up or tear-down of a connection, or to request services from the network, such as a request
to join a multicast group. Connection requests will also carry information giving details of
desired quality of service, traffic management parameters. A connection request from one
node, requesting a connection with another node, will be passed to that node to request
permission to set-up a connection. If that node agrees, the network will establish a virtual
circuit across the network linking the two nodes, and will map the appropriate VPI/VCI
values to all intermediate ports. More detailed information about ATM signaling can be
found in section 6.1.1.

2.4 ATM Traffic Manageluent

Traffic management in ATM networks consists of those functions that ensure each connection
receives the Quality Of Service (QOS) it needs and that the flow of information is monitored
and controlled within the ATM network. The types of traffic supported by an ATM network
can be classified by three characteristics:

• Bandwidth. The amount of network capacity required to support a connection.

• Latency. The amount of delay associated with a connection. Requesting low latency
in the QOS profile, for example, means the cells need to travel very quickly from one
specific point in the network to another.

• Cell delay variation. The range of delays experienced by each group of cells associated
with a given transmission. Requesting low cell delay variation means this group of cells
must travel through the network without getting too far apart from each other.

ATM uetwurks carry three types of traffic:

• Constant Bit Rate (CBR). CBR traffic includes transmission such as voice and video
traffic. To handle this type of traffic, the ATM network can be configured to act like
a dedicated circuit. It provides a sustained amount of bandwidth, low latency and low
cell delay variation.

• Variable Bit Rate (VBR). VBR traffic is handles similarly to CBR except that the
bandwidth requirement is not constant.
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• Available Bit Rate (ABR). ABR traffic does not require a specific amount of band
width or specific delay parameters and is quite acceptable for many of today's appli
cations. Applications such as electronic mail and file transfer are usually supported by
ABR connections. TCP will also use ABR connections.

While CBR reserves a constant amount of the total available bandwidth, YBR requires that
a large amount of spare capacity be available. ABR defines a way to use this very valuable
spare capacity. It can provide service that is no worse, and in many cases better, than most
of today's networks, but it requires only a very low amount of bandwidth. ATM networks are
usually architected to provide the performance guarantees required by CBR and VBR traffic
and allow ABR traffic to use the remaining bandwidth.

2.4.1 Traffic Management Functions

ATM networks use three techniques to manage traffic:

• Traffic Shaping. Traffic shaping is a management function performed at the user
network interface of the ATM network. It ensures that the traffic matches the contract
negotiated between the user and the network during connection establishment. Devices
implementing traffic shaping are typically those connected to an ATM network and
include: ATM network interface in PCs or workstations, hubs, bridges and routers.

• Traffic Policing. Traffic policing is a management function performed by the ATM
network (i.e. ATM switches) and ensures that traffic on each connection remains within
the parameters negotiated at connection establishment. To police traffic, ATM switches
use a buffering technique called leaky bucket. It is a system in which traffic flows (leaks)
out of a buffer (bucket) at a constant rate (the negotiated rate), regardless of how fast
it flows into the buffer.

• Congestion Control. In a well-designed ATM LAN, CBR and ynR traffic experience
the low latency service they negotiated at set up, while ABR traffic might experience
congestion, depending upon current loading of the network. Since the applications
that use ABR connections are less sensitive to delay, all applications run as planned.
Congestion control is needed because the ABR traffic is likely to experience congestion at
some point in time. If the congestion is controlled, the ABR service still provides value.
CBR and VBR are designed to require no complex congestion management. However,
the complete congestion control specification is still being defined by the ATM Forum.

Traffic and congestion control techniques are vital to the successful operation of ATM- based
networks. Without such techniques, traffic from user nodes can exceed the capacity of the
network, causing memory buffers of ATM switches to overflow, leading to data loss.

ATM networks present difficulties in effectively controlling congestion not found in other
types of networks. The complexity of the problem is compounded by the limited number of
overhead bits available for exerting control of the flow of users cells.
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2.4.2 Requirements for ATM Traffic and Congestion Control

This section examines the requirements for traffic and congestion control for ATM networks.

Latencyj5peed Effects

Consider the transfer of ATM cells over a network at a data rate of 155 Mbps. At that rate,
it takes

53 x 8 bits
---I--'6:-b- ~ 3 . 10-6 seconds
155 x 0 ps

to insert a single cell into the network. The time that is needed to transfer the cell from the
source to the destination user will depend on the number of intermediate ATM switches, the
switching time at each switch, and the propagation time along all the links in the path from
source to destination. For simplicity, ignore ATM switching delays and assume propagation
at the speed of light.

A parameter that is commonly used in characterizing network performance, generally desig
nated as a, is defined as

Propagation Time
a = ---::c--=--""::::'-_-=--

Insertion Time

The insertion time is equal to the length of the cell L divided by the data rate R, and so, for
a propagation time P,

P PxR
a = L/R = -L-

The smaller the value of a, the more responsive end systems will be to feedback concerning
congestion.

Cell Delay Variation

ATM is designed to minimize the processing and transmission overhead internal to the network
so that very fast cell s\vitching a.nd routing 1S possible.

Network Contribution to Cell Delay Variation

One component of cell delay variation is due to events within the network. In ATM networks,
cell delay variations due to network effects are likely to be normal. The principal reasons for
this are the following:
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1. The ATM protocol is designed to minimize processing overhead at intermediate switch
ing nodes. The cells are fixed size with fixed header formats and there is no flow-control
or error-control processing required.

2. To accommodate the high speeds of ATM networks, ATM switches have to be designed
to provide extremely high throughput. Thus, the processing time for an individual call
at a node is negligible.

The only factor that could lead to noticeable cell delay variation within the network is con
gestion. If the network becomes congested, cells must be discarded to avoid a buildup of
queuing delays at affected switches. Thus it is important that the total load accepted by the
network is limited at any time.

Cell Delay at the UNI

Even if an application generates data for transmission at a constant bit rate, cell delay varia
tion can occur at the source due to the processing that takes place at the three layers of the
ATM model.

The ATM layer encapsulates each segment into a 53-bytes cell. These cells must be interleaved
and delivered to the physical layer to be transmitted at the data rate of the physical link.
Delay is introduced in this interleaving process: if two cells from different connections arrive
at the ATM layer at overlapping times, one of the cells must be delayed by the amount of the
overlap. In addition, the ATM layer is generating OAM cells that must also be interleaved
with users cells.

None of the delays just listed can be predicted in any detail, and none follow any repetitive
pattern. Accordingly, there is a random element to the time interval between reception of
data at the ATM layer from the AAL and the transmission of that data in a cell across the
UNI.

2.5 ATM Hardware

Each physical connection in an ATM network is point-to-point link between switches and/or
hosts. Therefore, an ATM network needs two kinds of hardware:

• Host ATM interface to let each host connect to network

• A local ATM switch

2.5.1 ATM host interface

ATM host interfaces allow workstations and personal computers to be attached to an ATM
network. The handle the creation, transmission, and reception of ATM cells. They support
data communication by allowing the host operating system to send and receive data packets.
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Choice of Internal Representation

CHAPTER 2. ATM

The most nai've internal representation of an ATM cell is identical to its 53-byte external
representation, shown in Figure 2.2. But the resulting odd alignment of fields, particularly
the header, makes this extremely inconvenient for processing with todays 32-bit CPUs. Such
CPUs typically access memory most efficiently when it is in multiples of 32 bits and aligned
on 32-bit boundaries.

Aligned ATMCell

The misalignment in the ATM cell is the fifth byte, the header error check (HEC). Since it
is only practical to generate and verify this CRC in hardware, we assume that defective cells
are simply dropped by the hardware and never presented for further processing. The HEC
byte can therefore be omitted from the internal cell representation.

This allows us to represent an ATM cell internally as follows:

1. 32 bit ATM cell header (the first 4 bytes of external cell format)

2. 12 32-bit words payload (48 bytes)

Total: 52 bytes

This representation allows the processor to access the data on 32-hit boundaries (also, the
cell header and the payload can be accessed on 64-bit boundaries).

Architectural Model

The architectural model for the cell processing analysis is shown in Figure 2.12. The model
includes an optional processor on the ATM host interface that can read and write host mem
ory as well as memory on the interface. The FIFOs on the interface are used to send and
receive network data; the memory on the interface is used by the interface processor for SAR
processing.

This model has been parameterized using the following set of performance characteristics for
loads and stores of 32-bit words. (Approximate values of these parameters for typical PCI-bus
based computers are shown in parentheses.)

• C: cycle time in nanoseconds (33).

• L fast: number of cycles per load from fast memory (2). This models a cache hit for the
host CPU, or a load by the interface CPU from its local memory or from the interface
FIFOs.

• Lslow : number of cycles per load from slow memory (8). This models a cache miss for
the host CPU or a load over the bus.

• 5fast: number odd cycles per store to fast memory (2). This models a store by a host
with a write-back cache or a store by the interface CPU to its local memory or to the
interface FIFOs.
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Figure 2.12: Host architectural model
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• Sslow: number of cycles per store to slow memory (8). This models a store by a host
with a write-through cache or a store over the bus.

Segmentation

The mapping from a variable-size message to a sequence of outgoing ATM cells is called
segmentation. Assuming a simple FIFO-based ATM host interface, this sub-section describe:;
the body of an efficient inner loop for segmenting a message into cells.

This inner is executed for the 'interior' cells marked with Continuation Of Message (COM)
segment type. Slightly more complicated code is needed for the first cell, with type Beginning
Of Message (BO M). For large packets, the extra cost of this code is small because it is execu ted
for only one cell in a packet.

The body of the inner loop can take advantage of the fact that the ATM cell header do not
change in successive COM cells. These values can therefore be initialized before the loop
begins.

If we assume that sending a 32- bit word is accomplished simply by storing to a fixed location
(the address of a FIFO, for example) then we can analyze the performance of segmentation
in detail. For example, the above loop requires the following instructions l :

Instruction
Store
Load
Arithmetic
Branch
Total

Number
13
12
5
1
31

Comment
to FIFO on interface
from data on host

Note that the number of (single-word) references to memory is optimal: 12 words of user
data must be read, and 13 words (52 bytes) must be written for each cell, at least for the

lThis model is taken from [CMS 91] and modified for todays 32-bit CPU based personal computers with a
PCI bus.
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repreSE;ntation described in Section 2.5.1.

Segmentation on the Host

If the host performs the SAR processing, then the stores go over the bus to the ATM host
interface, while the loads typically hit the cache. The resulting equation for throughput is
given by

(2.1)

48 byte/cell x 8 bit/byte X 109nsec/sec

(135slow+12Lfast+6) cycle/cell xC nsec/cycle x 106 bit/Mbit

384000
(135slow+12L fast+6)C

Throughput in Mbits/sec

Using the values given in Section 2.5.1, the predicted throughput is approximately 86 Mbits/sec.

Segmentation on the Interface

If the interface CPU performs the SAR processing, then the stores to the network FIFO are
fast, while the loads must go over the bus. In this case, the throughput is given by

Throughput in Mbits/sec
384000

(135 fast+ 12Lslow+6)C
(2.2)

This equation predicts a throughput of 95 Mbits/sec using the values given in Section 2.5.1.

Reassembly

The inverse mapping from incoming ATM cells to a variable-size message is called reassembly.

There are two cases that must be analyzed in order to predict reassembly performance. The
best case occurs when the cached reassembly state information is always valid: when only a
single packet is arriving. In this case, reasspm hly processing requires the following instruc
tions:

Instruction Number Comment
Store
Load
Arithmetic
Branch

13 [Will FIFO OJ! ilitel'face
12 to data on host
8
4

Total 37

The other case to analyze occurs when arriving packets are interleaved at the cell level. In
this case, the attemption to use the cached state information always fails, and a context switch
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has to take place by storing the cached information into a table in memory, and re-loading
the cache with the state of a different reassembly process. This introduces additional memory
traffic and about ten more arithmetic and control instructions as follows:

Instruction
Load
Load
Store
Store
Arithmetic
Branch
Total

Reassembly on the host

Number
13
3
12
3
17
6
54

Comment
from FIFO on interface
from reassembly table
to data on host
to reassembly table

If the host performs the SAR processing, then the loads go over the bus to the ATM host
interface, and the stores miss the cache. The resulting equations for the fast and slow paths
are given by (2.3). Using the values in Section 2.5.1, these equations predict throughput of
55 and 53 Mbits/sec for the fast and slow paths, respectively.

Throughput in Mbits/sec, fast path

Throughput in Mbits/sec, slow path

Reassembly on the Interface

384000
(13L slow + 12Sslow + 12)C

384000 (23)
(13L slow +lL jast+ 12Sslow + 15jast+23)C .

If the interface CPU performs the SAR processing, then the loads from the network FIFO are
fast, while stores must go over the bus. In this case, the throughput is given by the equation
(2.4). These equations predict a throughput of 92 and 87 Mbits/sec for the fast and slow
paths, using the values from Section 2.5.1.

Throughput in Mbits/sec, fast path

Throughput in Mbits/sec, slow path

Effect of Burst Mode

384000
(13L jast+ 12Sslow + 12)C

384000
(14L jast+ 12Lslow +15jast+23)C

(2.4)

The above analysis shows that it is impossible to achieve the available 155 Mbits/sec through
put using individual load and stores executed by either the host CPU or the interface CPU,
given current CPU clock rates and memory speeds. The bottleneck is the number of cycles
required to transfer data over the bus.
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When the bus is in burst mode, it will be possible to transfer several words in signicantly
fewer cycles in the situation where individual loads or stores had been used.

Requirements for fast memory transfer

When processing fast memory transfer, data must be transferred between the ATYl host
interface and the memory as quickly as possible. To save host bandwidth, the memory data
should be transferred directly from the ATM host interface to the memory. This requires
either DMA hardware or a processor on the host interface so that the host interface can act
as a bus master2 •

Having an embedded processor on the ATM host interface means that the interface can
function indepently of the host computer. The interface processor can perform the SAR
processing and specific operations before transferring incoming data over the host bus, without
involving the host epu. The specific operations include mapping vel of the incoming data
stream into a destination location. Similarly, the interface processor can send outgoing data
indepently of the host epu. The interface processor can ensure that time-critical data is given
priority over other traffic when transmitting cells, and it can support multiple priority levels
among time-critical services

2.5.2 ATM Host Interface Architecture

Using results of the previous section, we can examine the design of the ATM host interface.

Minimal hardware support

The ATM protocol processing analysis in the previous section assumed the existence of hard
ware support for the following two functions:

1. Generation and checking of header and SAR eRe fields

2. Word alignment of cell payload

Although hardware support for eRe processing and word alignment is necessary for efficient
ATM cell processing, it is important that this hardware leaves the cells intact so the host
can use other AAL protocols. Although, it is desirable to support multiple SAR protocols
in hardware, it is reasonable to implement only the predominant ones. As long as the SAR
specific formating in hardware can be disabled selectively, or the formatting does not cause
any raw cell data to be lost, other SAR protocols can be supported in software.

Processor

There are three advantages of using a processor on the ATM host interface:

2The pel-bus does not support the bus master principle
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1. An on-board processor can access the physical network interface with a significantly
higher bandwidth than the host processor. It is possible for an on-board processor to
access the network interface in a single cycle, whereas it takes at least five or six cycles
for a typical host processor to access a network interface over the workstation bus.

2. An on-board processor can respond to individual cells more quickly than the host pro
cessor, because the host interrupt overhead is avoided. This advantage is especially
important for servicing real-time traffic.

3. Avoiding host interrupt overhead also reduces the amount of buffer space required for
incoming cells on the ATM host interface and leads to more efficient use of bus band
width.

DMA Capability

Section 2.5.1 showed that performing the SAR processing 011 an on-board processor is unlikely
to have much impact, because the overhead of SAR processing is almost negligible. Instead,
real performance improvements come from relieving the host CPU of having to transfer cells
to and from memory. This can be achieved if the transfers are handled directly by the ATM
host interface instead of the host CPU, assuming the host can execute while transfers take
place. Hardware support for such transfers can be provided by a DMA controller.

On the PCI bus, peak bandwidth can only be achieved by some form of burst mode transfer.
Therefore, the actual bandwidth of transfers to and from host memory over the PCI bus
depends more on the mode of transfer, single-word versus burst mode, than whether the
transfer is done by the host CPU or the ATM host interface.

2.5.3 Local ATM Switch Design

An ATM switch has two main functions:

• virtual connection management (VPIjVCI translation), performed mainly by software

• cell routing (cell transport from its input to its dedicated output), implemented entirely
in hardware

A switch fabric is necessary to establish a connection between an arbitrary pair of inputs
and outputs within a switching node. In principle, a switch fabric can be implemented by
a single switching element. Since such an element could not satisfy the requirements of a
normal-size ATM switching node, larger switch fabrics are used built up from a number of
switching elements.

The throughput of a switching node will be in the Gbitsjsec range and the cross-node delay
and cell loss should be kept very low. Therefore, central control cannot be used to switch cells.
Only switch fabrics with highly parallel architectures can meet these stringent requirements.

In Fore's3 local switch ATM switches, the switch software runs on a control processor board,
while the cell switching is performed by a custom ATM switch board. The entire switch

3 Fore Systems, Inc.
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supports 16 ports.

The local switch ATM switch board contains the mapping tables that are used to translate VC
identifiers and route cells. The table entries are indexed by incoming port and VC identifier,
and contain the routing labels for the switch fabric, the VC identifiers for the outgoing link of
the connection, and the output queue priority. The routing label allows the specification of
any subset of the output ports, which makes it possible to implement multicast and broadcast
connections.

To support the VPIjVCI concept fully, it is important not to restrict the range of VPIs or
VCls that can used. Fore Systems has designed a two level mapping table (as shown in
Figure 2.13) in which the first table contains all possible virtual path entries, and the second
table contains an arbitrarily large number of virtual channel mappings within each virtual
path.

I VPI I VCI I

I I

1
T VCI table index r--.-0

u IVCI table index I--

VPI lookup table

VPI' I VCI' IPorts IPri.

VCI lookup table

Figure 2.13: VCI/VPI mapping process example

For non-terminating virtual paths, only a single entry is needed in each of the VPI and VCI
tables. Terminating virtual paths take only one entry in the VPI table, but usually require
multiple entries in the VCI table, one for each virtual channel carried over the virtual path. A
single bit in the VPI table distinguishes the two cases. This distinction means that only the
VPI table must be big enough to handle all legal VPI values; a VCI table with much fewer
than 228 locations required to directly map all possible VC values is more than sufficient for
practical applications.

The control processor is an off-the-shelf RISC processor board running the UNIX operating
system. It is connected to the ATM switch board through a VME backplane, which memory
mapped access the various tables and registers on local switch ATM switch board. The
control processor executes the software that is responsible for establishing virtual connections
across the switch and managing the switch resources, as well as the SNMP (Simple Network
Management Protocol) agent software for the switch.
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ATM is a packet-oriented transfer mode. It allows multiple logical connections to be mul
tiplexed over a single physical interface. The information flow on each logical connection is
organized into fixed-size packets, called cells. There is no link-by-link error or flow control.

Logical connections in ATM are reffered to as virtual channels. A virtual channel is set up
between two end users through the network, and a variable-rate, full duplex flow of fixed-size
cell is exchanged over the connection. Virtual channels are also used for user-network exchange
(control signaling) and network-network exchange (network management and routing).

A virtual path is a bundle of virtual channels that have the same endpoints. Thus all the
cells flowing over all of the virtual channels in a single virtual path are switched together.

The parallel machines communication architectures cannot be moved from multiprocessors
to clusters of workstations with ATM networks because of two major difference between the
two:

1. ATM networks offers neither reliable delivery nor flow control. Instead, higher protocol
layers must detect cell loss or corruption and cause their retransmission,

2. ATM network interfaces provide no support for protected user-level access to the net
work.

Beyond the problems caused by contention and the resulting retransmissions, the lack of reli
able delivery guarantee in ATM networks imposes a certain overhead on the communication
primitives. Specifically, the sender must keep a copy of each cell sent until a corresponding
acknowledgement is received, in case the cell must be retransmitted. This means that mes
sages cannot be transferred directly between processor registers and the network interface
rather, a memory copy must be made as well.

The ATM host interface analysis shows that the ATM Adaptation Layer processing can be
performed by software on a general-purpose processor for link speeds up to 155 Mbits/sec.
This processor could be the host CPU, or it could be an embedded microprocessor on the
ATM host interface.

On a typical 32-bit processor, the majority of cycles required to perform segmentation and
reassembly processing are spent transferring the cell payload between host memory and the
ATM host interface. The remaining overhead, the actual adaptation layer processing, will
become even less significant as processor speeds increase.

To reduce the memory transfer bottleneck, burst mode transfers must be used between the
ATM host interface and host memory. A 25 Mbytes/sec bus is sufficient to achieve the full
155 Mbits/sec throughput of the network if a processor on the ATM host interface performs
the SAR processing, but faster workstation buses are required if the host performs the SAR
processing.



Chapter 3

Distributed Computing
Environment

This chapter provides background information about Distributed Computing Environment
(DCE).Many computing environments can benefit from distributed computing capabilities.
In general, any computing organization wanting the advantages of a distributed computing
environment can use DCE for its data and resource sharing, extensibility, and interoperability.
Distributed computing involves the cooperation of two or more workstations communicating
over the network.

3.1 Operating System

In distributed computer environments, operating system functions are either base or extended
services. The base services are part of the standard operating system, while the extended
services are add-on modular software components that are layered on top of the base services.
There is no hard rule that determines what gets bundled in the base operating system and
what goes into the extensions.

Base Services

Parallel-distributed programs exhibit a high level of concurrency. A separate task will be
assigned to each remote process. Task management is best done by a multitasking operat
ing system. Multitasking is the natural way to simplify the coding of complex applications
that can be divided into a collection of discrete and logically distinct, concurrent tasks. It
improves the performance, throughput, modularity, and responsiveness of server! programs.
Multitasking also implies the existence of mechanisms for coordination and information ex
changes.

Servers also require a high level of concurrency within a single program. Server code will run
more efficiently if tasks are allocated to parts of the same program rather than to separate

I The term server programs is also used for parallel-distribu ted programs
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programs (these tasks are called threads). Tasks within the same program <;tre fa.,ster to create,
faster to context switch, and have easier access to shared information.

The base services are:

• Task Preemption. An operating system with preemptive multitasking must allot fixed
time slots of execution to each task. Without preemptive multitasking, a task must
voluntary agree to give up the processor before another task can run. It is much safer
and easier to write multitasking server programs in environments where the operating
system automatically handles all the task switching.

• Task Priority. An operating system must dispatch tasks based on their priority. This
feature allows servers to differentiate the level of service based on their client's priority.

• Semaphores. An operating system must provide simple synchronization mechanisms
for keeping concurrent tasks from bumping into one another when accessing shared
resources. These mechanisms, known as semaphores, are used to synchronize the actions
of tasks and alert them when some significant event occurs.

• Interprocess Communications (IPC). An operating system must provide the mech
anisms that allow processes to exchange and share data.

• Local/Remote Interprocess Communications. An operating system must allow
the transparent redirection of interprocess calls to a remote process over a network
without the application being aware of it. The extension of the interprocess communi
cations across machine boundaries is key to development of application where resources
and processes can be easily moved across machines.

• Threads. These are units of concurrency provided within the program itself. Threads
are used to create very concurrent event-driven server programs. Each waiting event
can be assigned to a thread that blocks until the event occurs. In the meantime, other
threads can use the CPU's cycles productively to perform useful work.

• Intertask Protection. The operating system must protect tasks from interfering with
each other's resources. A single task must not be able to bring down the entire system.
Protection also extends to the file system and calls to the operating system.

• Multiuser High Performance File System. The file system must support multiple
tasks that provide the locks that protect the integrity of the data. Server programs
typically work on many files at the same time. The file system must support large
numbers of open files without too much deterioration in performance.

• Efficient Memory Management. The memory must must efficiently support very
large programs and very large data objects. These programs and data objects must be
easily swapped to and from disk.

• Dynamically Linked Runtime Extensions. The operating system services should
be extendable. A mechanism must be provided to allow services to grow at run time
without recompiling the operating system.
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The extended services must provide the advanced system software that will exploit the dis
tributed potential of networks, provide flexible access to shared information, and make the
system easier to manage and maintain. It should also make it easier for independent software
vendors (ISVs) and system integrators to create new applications.

Creating extensions

Between the application and the hardware, the operating system provides three interacting
modular layers: the Dynamic Link Library (DLL) layer, the resident kernel, and the device
drivers .

• The lowest layer of software belong to the device drivers that provide an interface to
several types of communication hardware adapters .

• The Dynamic Link Libraries provide a call-based interface to the operating system
services. When a program is executed. the resident portion of the operating system
kernel determines which DLLs are required and load them into memory at run time or
at load time. Now the program can call any of the functions provided by the DLLs.

3.2 Interprocess COl1ullunication

Different sets of primitives can be used in remote interprocess communication. The most
common are based on:

1. message passing

2. remote procedure call (RPC)

3.2.1 Message Passing

Message oriented communication is defined as a form of communication in which the user is
explicitly aware of the message used in communication and the mechanism used to deliver
and receive messages. A message could be viewed as a collection of typed data objects, which
is constructed by a process, that can manipulated (in accordance with its type), and which
is delivered to its final destination.

Send&receive

The de-facto standard communication layer in use on distributed-memory multiprocessors
today is send&receive. Users typically view send&receive as the communication architecture
of these machines: it is often considered to be "native" to the machine and the belief that "the
hardware implements send&receive" is wide-spread. However, under closer scrutiny, it turns
out that send&receive is neither close to current micro-architectures nor particularly efficient:
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it requires elaborate message protocols, matching of message tags, and potentially unbounded
storage resources. As a result, send&receive is best characterized as a communication model
and implemented as a run-time substrate on top of a good communication architecture.

With send&receive the storage resources on communicating nodes are completely decoupled
and communication among nodes occurs in messages of arbitrary length. Conceptually, send
takes a memory buffer and sends it to the destination node and receive accepts a specific
message from the net work and stores it into a memory buffer.

The many variants of send&receive differ in the allocation of the memory buffers, the naming
of messages to be received, and the synchronization between the sender and the receiver. The
characteristics common to all are the fact that messages originate in memory and end up in
memory, the memory addresses on each end are specified by the respective processor, and the
receiver must decide on its own when to receive (i.e., must poll the network).

Message format
Each message contains: the destination node number, the source node number, a message
tag (typically a 16-bit or 32-bit integer), the message length and the data itself. The message
length is usually bounded only by memory limitations.

Message data placement
The data originates in a memory buffer at the source node and is transferred into a memory
buffer at the destination node. The buffers are contiguous arrays. However, non-contiguous
buffers may require aclditional copying or may not benefit from hardware support, such as
DMA, available on certain platforms.

Send operation
The arguments passed to the send operation are: the destination node, the message tag, the
message length and the buffer address. Send "injects" the message into the network; when
it returns the message buffer can be re-used. Depending on the send&receive variant, send
blocks until the receiver is ready or returns immediately, regardless of whether the message
was actually injected or not (i.e., it is non-blocking).

Receive operation
Receive takes as arguments a source node, a message tag, a buffer address and length. It waits
for a message with matching source and tag to arrive. Typically, receive accepts wildcards for
the source and the tag such that it is possible to receive any message. As soon as a matching
message is received, receive transfers the data into the specified buffer and returns. Variants
return a pointer to a dynamically allocated buffer in order to avoid a message copy, or provide
non-blocking receive which registers the reception parameters in advance of message arrival.

Reception events
Message reception events are handled entirely within send&receive and are not passed on to
higher software layers. Most implementations provide a test operation which checks whether
a message matching a source and tag has arrived.

Send completion
Send always succeeds. Blocking send does not return until the message has been injected into
the network and non-blocking send transparently queues outgoing messages if they cannot be
injected into the network.
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Synchronization
Send&receive does not offer asynchronous reception events, i.e., communication is treated as
being synchronous to the computation. Each receive operation corresponds exactly to the
reception of a single message.

Blocking send&receive

The first versions of send&receive were designed for the early multicomputers which had prim
itive network hardware: back-to-back parallel ports (64-bit FIFO) and just as rudimentary
software. Pushing a word into one of the FIFOs was called send and pulling a word out was
called receive. There was no notion of a destination address or of a message. The inherent
features are that the address spaces of the sender and the receiver are distinct, and that the
scheduling of computation on the two nodes is independent.

Further software developments introduced a more complete notion of messages. Given the
bounded size of the FIFOs the receiver had to be pulling the head of the message out of
the FIFO before the sender could complete injecting it. This led to the notion of blocking
send&receive which is still in use today, although routing in the network hardware allows
distant and not just neighbor nodes to communicate.

In blocking send&receive the sender blocks until the corresponding receive is executed and
only then is data transferred. The main advantages of blocking send&receive are simplicity
and determinism. Since data is only transferred after both its source and destination memory
addresses are known, no buffering is required at the source or destination nodes. The main
disadvantage is that a round-trip time through the network is necessary to synchronize the
sender and the receiver before data can be transmitted.

Implementing send&receive on today's multiprocessors requires a three-way protocol illus
trated in Figure 3.1 which sends three messages for every "send&receive message": the sender
issues a request-to send message to the receiver which stores the request and sends a reply
message back when the corresponding receive is executed, the sender receives the reply and
finally transfers the data. This three-way handshake necessary for every transmission implies
that it is not possible to overlap communication and computation. The sender and the re
ceiver are both blocked for at least a full round-trip time during which the processors are idle.
In addition, in most cases the sender and the receiver do not arrive at exactly the same time
so one spends additional time waiting for the other.

As a programming model, blocking send&receive is prone to deadlock. This problem is best
illustrated with a simple ring communication pattern in which all processors send a message
to their right neighbor. If all processors perform the obvious "send to right, receive from
left" communication sequence the system will deadlock with all processors trying to send and
waiting for an acknowledgment. Instead, every other processor must perform a "receive from
left, send to right" sequence. Then the roles are switched, so half the performance is obtained.
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Figure 3.1: Blocking send&receive handshake protocol

Non-blocking send and blocking receive

Historically, non-blocking send was introduced in order to break out of the neighbor-only
communication imposed by blocking send&receive at the time. The hardware did not provide
message routing, thus forwarding messages had to be performed in software. This led to an
interrupt-driven message layer which buffered entire messages at each intermediate hop. Given
this buffering required for the routing, supporting non-blocking send was for free: it required
message buffering at the source if the outgoing channel is blocked and at the destination if
the corresponding receive has not yet been executed.

In non-blocking send with blocking receive, a processor can send a message to any other pro
cessor at any time without blocking. The message layer takes care of buffering and queueing
the message wher ever necessary until a receive accepts the data. The receive operation itself
is still blocking: if no message matching the requested source node and tag is available, the
processor blocks. Note that most systems provide an operation to test whether a matching
message is present.

Tll~ buffer 1l1itnageinent in non-blocking send and blocking receive is particularly troublesome
because messages are of variable length and may be consumed in any order by receives (due
to the matching), which means that a fully general-purpose dynamic memory allocator must
be used. Each message reception (as well as each message send if the outgoing channel is
blocked) therefore includes the equivalents of UNIX malloc and free. In addition, on machines
where access to the network is privileged, the message buffers are typically in system space
and must either be copied into user space or the (arbitrary size) message buffer must be
mapped into user space when receive is executed.
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A non-blocking receive specifies a message source, tag, and buffer and returns a message id.
When a matching message arrives, it is transferred into the specified buffer. The user process
can detect the arrival by querying the message status using the id.

The potential advantage of non-blocking receive is that if the user process posts a receive
before the arrival of the corresponding message the message layer can move the data directly
into user memory with out having to allocate and free a buffer on its own.

The difficulty in implementing non- blocking receives is that it allows a process to have many
receives pending. On message arrival, the message source and tag have to be compared to
that of all posted receives. If a receive matches, the message can be transferred straight into
user memory, otherwise the message layer must allocate a buffer for temporary storage. In
order to keep track of multiple pending receives, each one requires a small message descriptor
with the buffer address, length and the receive sta tus used to service the queries.

In examining the variants on send&receive it seems that each one has a severe source of
inefficiency which the next one corrects at the cost of introducing yet another inefficiency.
The problems associated with each variant are illustrated below in a discussion of how the
four key issues (data transfer, send failure, synchronization, and network virtualization2 are
addressed.

Data transfer
All variants deal with data transfer identically and provide a standard interface which hides
the peculiarities of the underlying micro-architecture. The basic model is memory-to-memory
communication, e.g., send transfers data from memory into the network and receive from the
network into memory. The advantage of this standard is that it allows the use of DMA devices
to transfer messages into and out of the network.

The major problem with such a standard interface is that it is not versatile. Typically only
contiguous buffer and simple strided vectors are supported. The result is that often the
application must copy data from its data structures into a contiguous buffer before sending a
message and vice-versa after receiving one.

Send failure
Send failure poses no problems in blocking send&receive: all storage for arriving messages
is preallocated and thus accepting incoming messages while attempting to send poses no
problems.

The situation is rather different for non- blocking sends where a send failure requires the out
going message to be queued as failing sends cannot simply block because that could introduce
deadlocks. The missing feedback when sending means that the storage for queued messages
cannot be bounded. In addition, queueing messages is expensive due to the dynamic buffer
allocation and message copying in volved. On machines with a single outgoing channel the

2The analogy here is virtual memory: the memory management unit "virtualizes" memory, it takes the
physical resource and provides every process with a virtual image of it. Now every process has the illusion of
owning all of the memory, and behind the scenes, everything is multiplexed onto real memory.
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buffer allocation and d~~1l9<;;at!()n is in FIFO order, while machines with multiple outgoing
channels require fully general memory allocation.

Synchronization
Blocking send&receive forces the communication to be synchronous to the computation by
synchronizing the sender and the receiver. In addition to the network round-trip latency re
quired for the synchronization, this costs in idle time whenever one of the two communicating
processors waits on the other. Non-blocking send synchronizes communication and computa
tion at the receiving end using message queueing and associative matching. Messages arriving
before the corresponding receive is executed are queued; this requires dynamic buffer alloca
tion on message arrival as well as copying from the buffer to the final destination when receive
is executed. Non-blocking receive can avoid the queueing if the re ceive is posted before the
message arrives. Messages and receive operations are paired using associative matching on
the source node and the message tag. In the case of blocking receive, a receive operation
requires a match against all queued messages while an arriving message needs to be matched
against at most one receive. In the case of non-blocking receive, however, an arriving message
may have to be matched against a large number of posted receives.

Network virt ualization
In order to virtualize the network, message sends must check the destination node address
and tag the outgoing message with the source process id. At the receiving end, the process
id must be included into the matching along with the source node and message tag.

3.2.2 Remote Procedure Call (RPC)

3 A distributed application based on the client/server model consists of two parts: the client
side of the application, which runs on one machine and makes a request for service on behalf of
a user, and the server side of the application, which runs on another machine on the network
and fulfills the service request. The two pieces of code on two different machines need to
be able to communicate across the network. One model for implementing communications
behveen the client and server of an application is the Remote Procedure Call (RPC).

RPC gives programmers the ability to express an interaction between the client and server
of a distributed application as if it were a procedure call: the programmer defines a calling
interface and a procedure that implements it, makes a call to the procedure along with any
arguments, and receives a return value through the argument list or as the procedure result.

In RPC, as in a traditional local procedure call, control is passed from one code segment
to another, and then returns to the original segment. However, in a local procedure call,
the code segments are in the same address space on the same machine; whereas in a remote
procedure call, the cailed procedure runs in a different address space, usually on a different
machine than the calling procedure. As a result, arguments and results are passed differently
for local and remote procedure calls. In local procedure calls, arguments and return values
can be passed on the process's stack.

In remote procedure calls, arguments and return values must be packed up into messages and

3This section is partly taken from: An introduction to Distributed Computing Environment, by IBM.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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sent to the peer machine over the network. The underlying RPC mechanism makes this look
like a procedure call to the programmer.

An RPC facility shields the application programmer from the details of network communica
tions between client and server nodes, such as the following:

• Fragmenting and reassembling messages

• Handling different data formats (such as byte ordering) between different machines

• Using a directory service to find message recipients

• Using security services to ensure secure communications

Programmers using RPC do not ~eed to rewrite applications in order to port them to different
architectures, operating systems, communications protocols, or languages. RPC provides a
high level programming model to the distributed application programmer, hiding communi
cations details, and removing non-portable system and hardware dependencies.

Description of DCE RPC

DCE RPC is a facility for calling a procedure on a remote machine as if it were a local proce
dure call. To the application programmer, a remote call looks (almost) like a local call, but
there are several RPC components that work together to implement this facility, including the
Interface Definition Language (IDL) and its compiler, a Universal Unique Identifier (DUID)
generator, and the RPC Runtime, which supports two RPC protocol implementations. One
RPC protocol operates over connection-oriented transports such as the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and the other RPC protocol operates over connection
less transports such as the User Datagram Protocol/Internet Protocol (UDP/IP).

An end user does not see RPC at all, and the minimal amount of administration involved
in RPC can usually be handled by the server-side application code, such as advertising an
application server in the DCE Directory Service. It is the application programmer who most
often comes into contact with the RPC component. Because many of the DCE components
are themselves client/server applications, they use RPC as their basis for distributed commu
nications.

The components that comprise the DCE RPC are as follows:

• The Interface Definition Language (IDL) and its Compiler. An RPC interface
is described in DCE IDL. The IDL file is compiled into object code using the IDL
compiler. The object code is in two main parts; one for the client side of the application
and one for the server side.

• The RPC Runtime Library. This library consists of a set of routines, linked with
both the client and server sides of an application, which implement the communications
between them. This involves the client finding the server in the distributed system,
getting messages back and forth, managing any state that exists between requests, and
processing any errors that occur.
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• Authenticated RPC. DCE RPC is integrated with the DCE Securlty Service com
ponent to provide secure communications. Levels of security can be controlled by the
RPC application programmer through the Authenticated RPC API.

• Name Service Independent (NSI) API. DCE RPC is integrated with the DCE
Directory Service component to facilitate the location of RPC-based servers by their
clients. The NSI routines allow a programmer to control the association, or binding, of
a client to a server during RPC.

• The DCE Host Daemon. The DCE Host daemon (deed) is a program that runs
on every DCE machine. It includes (among other things) an RPC-specific name server
called the endpoint mapper service, which manages a database that maps RPC servers
to the transport endpoints (in IP, the ports) that the server is listening for requests on.

• The DCE Control Program. The DCE control program (deecp) is a tool for ad
ministering DCE.

• UUID Facilities. These are some additional commands and routines for generating
universal Unique Identifiers (UUIDs), which uniquely identify an RPC interface or any
other resource. The uuidgen program can optionally generate an IDL template for a
service interface, along with a unique identifier for the interface.

End User's Perspective

The end user does not deal directly with DCE RPC but does see the end result in the following
characteristics:

• The availability of distributed applications built using RPC

• The ability to use remote resources accessed by means of RPC

An end user who is browsing through the namespace can also see the names of RPC-based
servers because these servers advertise themselves to their clients through the DCE Directory
Service.

Programming with DCE RPC

This section provides a brief overview of the process a programmer goes through iu USlllg

DCE RPC to write an application.

Figure 3.2 shows an overview of the DCE RPC application development process. The dashed
boxes indicate application code written by the DCE programmer. The other boxes indicate
compiled code or code generated automatically for the programmer by DCE RPC.

The IDL File
First, the application programmer defines the RPC interface, and associated data types,
using the DCE Interface Definition Language (IDL). An interface is a group of operations
that a server can perform. This grouping is similar to a module or library in a conventional
programming language; a group of operations defined in a single file or unit. For example, a
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Figure 3.2: RPC Programming Process
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bank service can perform operations to debit, credit, or read the balance of an account. Each
of those operations and their parameters must be defined in the IDL file. The collection of
bank service operations; debit, credit, read balance; together form the bank service interface.

The process of defining RPC operations is similar to defining the input and output of a local
procedure call, except in IDL only the calling interface is defined, not the implementation of
the procedure. (An IDL interface definition is similar to an ANSI C prototype definition.)

Next, the programmer compiles the IDL file using the IDL compiler. The compiler produces
output in a conventional programming language (the C language in DCE) and then calls the
appropriate compiler to produce object code. The output of the compilation consists of a
client stub, a server stub, and a header file. The client and server stubs are routines that
make the remoteness of the operation transparent to the caller or called side of the operation.

The Client Side
For the client side of the application, the programmer writes application code that makes
calls to the operations in the IDL file. The client stub code is linked with this application
code, and (along with the RPC Runtime code) performs the tasks that turn what looks like a
procedure call into network communications with the server side of the application. Usually
the client side of the application contains a relatively small amount of RPC code.

The Server Side
For the server side, the programmer writes application routines that implement the operations
defined in the IDL file. For example, in the banking application, a database lookup can
implement the operation to read an account balance. The server stub, generated by the IDL
compiler, is linked with the server application code. The server stub unpacks the arguments
and makes the call to the application routine as if the client program had called it directly.
The server side of the application contains the bulk of the RPC code that needs to be written
by the distributed application programmer.

Binding
In order for the client to send an RPC to the server, it must be able to find the server. This
process is called binding. A client can have a direct way of knowing the server that it needs
to communicate with; for example, it may get this information from a file, a value hardcoded
into its program, an environment variable, or a user. A more flexible way for a client to find
a server is to take advantage of DCE RPC's use of the DeE Directory Service.

A client can find a server by asking the Directory Service for the location of a server that
handles the interface that the client is interested in. In order for the Directory Service to be
able to give the client this information, a server must first advertise itself in the Directory
Service. The server adds itself to the namespace, along with information about what interfaces
it implements, what protocols it uses to communicate with, and where it is located. This way,
a server can move, or there can be multiple servers implementing a given interface, without
affecting the client. The client can still go to the Directory Service, a well-known central
source of information, and find out where the server is located.

The DCE programmer does not make calls directly to the Directory Service; binding is sup
ported by the Name Service Independent (NSI) API, an RPC-specific name service layer.
Calls to this library are made by the client side of an application in order to look up binding
information for a server based on various criteria, such as the type of service, the objects it
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Figure 3.3: Client Finds Server Using CDS and the DCE Host Daemon

manages, and the interfaces it supports. The server side of an application calls this library
to advertise information about itself to the namespace where clients can find it.

The Endpoint Mapper Service of the DCE Host Daemon
There are two parts to a server's location: the network address of the machine it resides
on and the transport-specific address of the process; the network endpoint (for example, a
UNIX port). The machine location is fairly stable, so its address can reasonably be entered
into the Cell Directory Service. The network endpoint, however, can change each time the
server process is started. Instead of making frequent changes to CDS to update a server's
endpoint address, DCE RPC uses a specialized type of directory service, the Endpoint Mapper
Service, a service of deed. When a server starts, it registers one or more endpoints with deed.
Most servers will register an endpoint for each transport protocol supported on the host (for
example, TCP and UDP).

Every machine that runs an RPC server also runs a deed. The deed process always uses the
same network endpoint, so its process address is well known. Therefore, when a client knows
the machine that a server is running on, it can find the Endpoint Mapper running on that
same machine. It can then ask the Endpoint Mapper for the network endpoint of the server
process. This process is shown in Figure 3.3 (read the messages, shown in quotes, in clockwise
order).

DCE RPC Administration
A few administrative tasks must be performed when running a distributed application using
RPC. The application server executes most of these tasks when it first starts. As described
in the previous section, the server registers its (dynamically assigned) listening endpoint with
deed. The server also advertises information about itself and the interfaces it supports in the
DCE Directory Service.

Non-automated RPC administration is minimal. The administrator must ensure that each
DCE machine has a DCE Host daemon running on it. An administrator can register servers
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in the namespace, but this can also be done from server code upon initialization as previously
described. Usually, an administrator is needed to change the Access Control List (ACL) on th-e
directory where the server registers so that the server has write permission. A management
program, deeep, allows an administrator to control the deed and administer RPC information
in the namespace.

An administrator can install a new RPC-based application. In particular, the server side
of the application must be started before it can begin receiving and servicing requests. The
administrator can arrange for the server process to be started each time the machine is booted,
for example.

System Independence

There are several ways in which using DCE RPC frees a programmer from dependence on
other parts of a system. It provides portability across programming languages, data transfer
syntax mechanisms, transport and network protocols, and operating system and architecture
platforms.

• Language Independence. DCE RPC is language independent in the sense that the
stubs generated by the IDL compiler can be called by programs written in any traditional
programming language, provided that the language follows the calling conventions that
the stub expects. The DCE IDL compiler generates stubs that use the C language
calling conventions. A client written in FORTRAN, for example, can call an IDL stub
in the same way that it calls any local C procedure. It can then make a remote call to
a server (possibly written in another language) that contains the server stub generated
from the same IDL file as the client stub was generated from.

• Data Representation Independence. The default data representation format is the
DCE Transfer Syntax, which is currently the Network Data Representation (NDR). It
allows various representations for different types of data, including multiple encodings
for characters, integers, and floating-point numbers. It is multicanonical ; that is, there
are several canonical (\l.:ell-defined) formats that can be used. The sender chooses one
of these formats (in most cases, it will be the senders native data representation), with
information about what representation it has chosen. The receiver transforms c1ata into
its own format, when it is different from the format the data was sent in. This model
optimizes the case when both sender and receiver use the same data representation, a
frequent occurrence. (Note that this data transfer is handled by the RPC software and
is not visible to the application programmer.) The DCE RPC architecture allows the
use of transfer syntaxes other than DCE Transfer Syntax (although the only transfer
syntax currently provided in the OSF implementation is DCE Transfer Syntax). For
example, data could be formatted according to the ISO ASN .1/BER specification and
transmi t ted.

• Protocol Independence. Independence of RPC, transport, and network protocols
is achieved because the DeE RPC offering includes two different RPC protocols. The
first runs over connection-oriented transport protocols; the second runs over connection
less (datagram) transport protocols. The programmer can specify the underlying RPC
protocol, but the semantics of RPC calls are the same whether the RPC is running
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over a connection-less or connection-oriented transport. Another RPC protocol could
be used in place of these two DCE RPC protocols; for example, when ISO defines an
RPC standard, it could be used transparently as a third RPC protocol under the DCE
RPC interfaces. Servers identify themselves to the Directory Service according to the
interface they support and the protocols they use. In this way, a client can look up
a server that uses network protocols that are compatible with those that the client
supports .

• Machine Independence. Because DCE RPC uses the DCE Transfer Syntax, dis
tributed applications are machine independent. DCE Transfer Syntax allows machines
to transfer data even when their native data representations are not the same.

• Operating System Independence. Finally, DCE RPC offers independence from the
local operating system. The application programmer is not directly using the networking
system calls provided by the local operating system. By being one level of abstraction
up from this layer, the programmer is insulated from networking system calls that are
operating system specific.

3.3 Active Messages

The basic idea is that the control information at the head of a message is the address of a
user-level instruction sequence that will extract the message from the network and integrate
it into the on-going computation.

3.3.1 The Active Messages Approach

The basic idea in Active Messages is to provide primitives which allow the compiler to apply
information gathered in the compilation process to the effective control of communication.
The most natural way for the compiler to convey such information is to generate appropriate
code, hence, Active Messages strives to allow the compiler to generate code for the critical
aspects of communication. This reflected in the central Active Messages mechanism which
associates a small amount of user-level code in the form of a handler with the reception of
every message. The handler is named by the message, typically by a pointer in the first
word of the message, and is executed in the user process context immediately on message
arrival. The role of the handler, illustrated in Figure 3.4, is to get the message out of the
network and into the ongoing computation on the node. The Active Message handlers, in
essence, allow messages to be executed instead of requiring interpretation. The key to efficient
implementation of Active Messages is to limit the resources available to handlers which must
execute quickly and to completion.

The Active Messages primitives correspond closely to the hardware capabilities in message
passing machines where a privileged interrupt handler is executed on message arrival, they
are an extension of the state machines handling read and write requests in shared memory
cache controllers, and they represent a useful restriction on message driven processors.
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3.3.2 Active Messages Communication Architecture

The Active Messages communication architecture is based on four observations:

• all micro-architectures4 communicate using simple messages and cause a small amount
of processing to occur at the remote end to handle the message arrival,

• the dispatch on the first word of a message driven architectures is very versatile (as long
as it occurs at user-level),

• buffering and scheduling must be kept to a minimum to achieve a lean, fast communi
cation architecture,

• the majority of systems include a run-time substrate which adapts the communication
architecture functionality to the needs of the application or language.

The central mechanism in Active Messages virtualizes the notion of a message interrupt
handler found in most communication micro-architectures to user-level:

Each message contains at its head the address of a user-level handler which is
executed on message arrival with the message body as argument. The role of the
handler is to get the message out of the net',:vork and into the computat.ion on the
processing node. The handler is executed "at interrupt time" and must execute
quickly to completion.

4The communication micro-architecture describes the low-level organization of the components performing
communication in a parallel machine. It is generally specific to a particular implementation and many of its
aspects arc not visible to the software, possibly with exception of the kernel.. (see Appendix A)
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• allows construction of higher-level communication protocols by providing appropriate
remote services through handlers,

• integrates arriving messages into the computation allowing transfer data directly be
tween application data structures and interaction with the scheduling of computation,

• tolerates communication latencies by continuing computation while communication
takes place, and

• provides general processor-to-processor communication using messages with minimal
interpretation imposed by the hardware.

Active Messages handlers do not perform computation proper, they "only" incorporate arriv
ing messages into the ongoing computation on the node or provide a simple remote service
and send back a reply message. This restriction on handlers, as well as further restrictions
described in this section, are necessary to keep the cost of handler execution low.

The contribution of Active Messages relative to message drivens models is to determine the
right set of restrictions imposed on handlers such that in the one hand handlers can be
executed cheaply and on the other hand they have enough "power" to serve as building
blocks for higher communication operations.

Active Messages takes a strong position on four key issues:

• efficient data transfer in and out of the network,

• synchronization of message arrival with the computation,

• handling of send failure due to contention without deadlock, and

• network virtualization

with the goal of maximizing communication versatility and efficiency.This position manifests
itself on the one hand through a set of micro-architectural characteristics that Active Messages
generally exposes to the handlers (and run-time substrate in general) to enable high-level
optimizations. On the other hand, Active Messages imposes a set of restrictions on handlers
in order to allow efficient implementation.

The general strategy employed to maximize efficiency is to take a compiled code approach
in which message handling code is directly executed. This is in contrast to most systems in
which messages are generally interpreted within the message layer6 . While it is quite obvious
that this direct execution approach provides the ultimate in versatility and efficiency during
handler execution, care must be taken to keep the dispatch of handlers efficient as well. In
particular, if handlers were allowed to perform arbitrary computation the handler dispatch
would be equivalent to a full context switch to a new thread of control. To avoid this cost,
a crucial aspect of Active Messages is to restrict handlers by limiting the resources available,

5The central idea in message driven models is that computation is driven by a message which contain the
name of a task and some data. On message arrival, storage for the message is allocated in a scheduling queue
and when the message reaches the head of the queue,the task is executed with the data as arguments

6 Active Messages, in some sense, interpret the head of the message as pointing to a handler and allows the
handling of the rest of the message to be directly executed.
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requiring handlers to execute quickly and to completion, and restricting communication pat
terns to one-way and request-reply communication to prevent network deadlock (i.e., handlers
receiving a reply message are not allowed to send messages themselves).

The remainder of this section discusses in detail how Active Messages addresses the four key
issues, explaining the advocated general strategy as well as some typical implementation
specific choices. A few related additional restrictions that are particular to Active Messages
are also discussed.

Data transfer
Active Messages promotes direct access to the network interface from the run-time substrate
whenever this is compatible with virtualizing the network. A typical Active Messages imple
mentation exposes the micro-architecture and may even let the compiler manage data held
in the network interface itself. This is in contrast with most message layers which prescribe
a standard data transfer mechanism. Current micro-architectures differ considerably in their
network interface access facilities (user-level vs. kernel only access, memory mapped FIFOs
vs. registers vs. DMA) such that an implementation-specific approach is more appealing.
The rationale is that the run-time substrate can transfer the data in and out of the network
interface just as fast as the message layer can, but that it can often move the data directly
into the application data structures without intermediate buffering.

Active Messages strives to eliminate the buffering common in other message layers. While
buffering is useful to absorb rate variations, this particular function is best done within the
micro-architecture where efficient VLSI structures ca.u be used. Buffering in software does not
yield good performance and can easily lead to unbounded storage resources hidden within
the message layer. In cases where the run time substrate requires queueing of messages,
the message handlers can allocate and manage the required buffers more efficiently than the
message layer. They possess more information on the purpose of the queueing and can usc a
customized allocator. In addition, the allocation automatically occurs within the application's
address space.

Synchronization
The Active Message handlers provide a very flexible means of synchronizing communication
and computation in that a handler encodes an arbitrary interaction between the message
and the ongoing computation. Beyond this versatility, the custom Active Message handlers
also offer high efficiency. The synchronization mechanism can be tailored as part of the
implementation of a parallel execution model and the compiler can special-case each handler
to include only the synchronization operations required for the particular type of message
received.

Support for efficient atomic updates to scheduling data structures are key to enabling a close
interaction between handlers and the computation. Active Messages ellsureS that updates
within handlers are atomic by keeping handler execution atomic relative to the computation
and relative to other handlers, e.g., if additional messages arrive during the execution of
a handler their respective handlers are not started until the current one terminates. This
implies that there is no notion of a handler "suspending" and "resuming" later. Scheduling
events in the computation are made atomic relative to handlers either by using appropriate
atomic instructions (if provided in the processor's instruction set) or by efficiently disabling
handler execution during such updates. The details are implementation specific, but every
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Active Messages implementation must support such atomic primitives.

Send failure
When attempting to send a message, the Active Messages implementation must be prepared
to dispatch handlers for incoming messages to avoid deadlock. While this does not pose a
problem for sends within the computation, it does imply that handlers attempting to send
a reply message may have to be interrupted to allow the execution of nested handlers. This
is the only exception to the atomicity of handler execution: an attempt to reply breaks the
atomicity. Typically this problem is dealt with by moving the reply to the end of the handler
such that all critical operations occur before the reply. The alternate approach of buffering
the received messages and executing the handlers later may require an unbounded amount of
memory.

In order to prevent uncontrolled handler nesting, Active Messages limits communication pat
terns to requests and replies and distinguishes the two types of messages. Messages sent from
the computation are requests and handlers receiving them may send replies back. Handlers
receiving replies, however, may not send any messages. If a nested handler were allowed to
reply, an arbitrary number of handlers could have to be nested. This situation can lead to a
stack overflow or, from a different point of view, to a livelock of the lower handlers.

The solution adopted in Active Messages of limiting communication patterns relies on having
(at least) two levels of priority in the network hardware, either using virtual channels to
implement different message priorities or simply using two disjoint networks.This allows the
deadlock/livelock problems to be solved by using the lower priority for request messages and
the higher priority for replies and by dictating that a request handler can only send a reply
message and a reply handler cannot send any message. This restriction ensures that:

• the communication graph is acyclic
(computation --+ request handler --+ reply handler),

• when a request handler sends a reply it is required to accept incoming reply (i.e., high
priority) messages, but can ignore request (i.e., low-priority) messages, and

• a sequence of reply handlers can nest within a request handler one after another but
request handlers are never nested within other handlers.

While Active Messages requires at least two priority levels to ensure deadlock/livelock free
request-reply communication patterns, it is perfectly possible to provide additional priority
levels to allow more flexibility.

Network virtualization
Active Messages lead to a relatively simple protection model: the destination handler address
can be viewed as a global address which must be checked at the originating node for a valid
destination and which is used at the receiving node to dispatch the correct handler within the
appropriate address space. Typically this global address consists of a node address, a process
id, and the handler start address.

Active Messages is targeted at closely coupled parallel systems and therefore assumes that
the scheduling of communicating processors is coupled. In such systems, the communication
latencies are several orders of magnitude smaller than the scheduling quantum and coordi
nating context switches among the processors ensures that the computation corresponding to
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arriving messages is currently running. On platforms where the micro-architecture can com
pare the process id of the message with that of the currently running process the scheduling
coordination can be relaxed such that message arrival for a suspended process may occur. It
is assumed that this remains infrequent enough such that it can be dealt with using a bounded
amount of queueing in the message layer.

Processor and storage resource restrictions
Given that handlers are executed atomically one after another it is important to keep their
execution short enough to keep up with the network. For this reason the maximum execution
time of a handler should be less than the reception time of its message. Note, however, that
this is not an absolute requirement: in certain situations a handler may have to take special
actions which take more time. This is acceptable as long as it remains an infrequent event
and does not represent a communication bottle neck.

An important issue is what storage resources should be made available to handlers. In partic
ular, which processor registers can be used in handlers. The general Active Messages approach
is to keep handler dispatch simple and to avoid unnecessary saving of processor state. Thus,
handlers typically have access only to a few registers which are saved and restored as part of
the dispatch. Handlers requiring addition all resources may save and restore registers explic
itly or, alternatively, the run-time substrate may permanently reserve a set of registers for
handlers by not allocating these registers in the compilation process.

Regarding storage in memory, handlers can, in principle, dynamically allocate memory, but
it is generally unwise to do so. Not only does this require the memory allocator to be made
atomic relative to handlers, but also, if the memory allocation fails it is difficult to take
corrective action within the handler. In particular, saving the message data is impossible
(memory being full) such that the only remaining recourse is to send the message back with
an error. The preferred approach is to preallocate the storage required by the handler and to
pass a pointer to it in the message.

3.3.3 Implementation of blocking send&receive on Active Messages

The sample implementation of send&receive uses simple data structures and Active lvIessa.ge
handlers to implement the three-way handshake protocol as shown in Figure 3.5. Each node
maintains a matching table to record the arrival of send requests from other processors so the
can be matched with the corresponding receive executed locally and the appropriate reply
message can be sent back.

Note that even though a three-way handshake protocol is implemented, only requests and
reply Active Messages are used. This is made possible by the fact that the sender is waiting
for the reply, meaning that the reply handler does not need to send the data itself (which
would violate the request-reply limitation of Active Messages) and can simply signal the
computation that the data can be send.
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Figure 3.5: Implementation of blocking send&receive on Active Messages

3.3.4 Active Messages implemented on HP-UX machines
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This section describes briefly an Active Message layer that is constructed on a network of
workstations [Mar 94]7. The HPAM layer currently runs on a network of 4 HP 9000/735
workstations with Medusa FDDI interface cards. HPAM achieves a round trip time for a 20
byte payload of 29 j.Lsec, an order better than traditional software, and a maximum bandwidth
of 12 Mbytes/sec.

The liP Active Message layer is a soft\vare layer which delivers close to the hardware per
formance to user level programs on a network of workstations without sacrificing essential
services of the communication layer. The layer takes positions which differ from typical LAN
communications software. These are:

• Direct user access to hardware

• An all-to-all, request-reply model of communication

• Careful management of the network state to keep the overhead low.

HPAM is designed as a set of mechanisms upon which higher level abstractions can be build
i.e., it is expected to be used by compilers or library writers.

The HPAM layer is optimized under the following key assumptions:

• The probability of packet loss is very small, but not completely negligible.

• The network hardware will not duplicate packets or deliver packets to the wrong desti
nation.

7The HPAM is a project at the University of California at Berkeley
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• The network characteristics (latency, bandwidth, round trip time) are roughly constant
throughout the duration of the communication.

The current implementation is optimized for case where the processes are constituents of a
parallel program and are running at the same time. The common case is thus that the arriving
message is for the currently running process, so no context switch is needed on message arrival.

The novel properties of HPAM are:

• The protocol assumes an all-to-all communications model, as opposed to a point-to
point model.

• The request-reply model allows for a low overhead implementation using simple ta
bles. HPAM does not use pointer based data structures, instead it trades memory for
computation.

• All state is explicit in the protocol, and kept at the endpoints. This forms the basis for
the protection mechanism.

• A process owns the network device while running. HPAM maps the Medusa into pro
cess's address space to avoid the overhead of a kernel trap. A scheduler external to
the layer is responsible for protecting the network state of a process to allow multiple
processes to share the card.

3.3.5 Hardware support for Active Messages

Hardware support for Active Messages falls into two categories: improvements to network
interfaces and modifications to the processor to facilitate execution of handlers. The following
subsections examine parts of the design space for each of these points of view.

Network interface design issues

Improvements in the network interface can significantly reduce the overhead of composing a
message.

• Large messages. The support needed for large messages is a superset of that for small
messages. To overlap computation with large message communication, some form of
DMA transfer must be used. To set-up the DMA on the receiving node, large messages
must have a header which is received first. Thus, if small messages are well supported,
a large message should be viewed as a small one with a DMA transfer tacked-on.

• Message register. Composing small messages in memory buffers is inefficient: much
of the information present in a small message is related to the current processor state. It
comes from the instruction stream, processor registers and sometimes from memory. At
the receiving node, the message header is typically moved into the processor register to
be used for dispatch and to address data. Direct communication between the processor
and the network interface can save instructions and bus transfers. In addition, managing
the memory buffers is expensive.
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For example with reception: when received, a message appears in a set of registers.
A (coprocessor) receive instruction enables reception of the next message. In case a
coprocessor design is too complex, the network interface can also be accessed as memory
mapped device (See also section 6.4.2).

• Reuse of message data. Providing a large register set in the network interface,
opposed to network FIFO registers, allows a message to be composed using portions of
other messages. For example, the destination for a reply is extracted from the request
message. Also, multiple requests are often sent with mostly identical return addresses.
Keeping additional context information in the network interface can further accelerate
the formatting of requests.

• Single network port. Multiple network channels connected to a node should not be
visible to the message layer. Section 6.4.2 gives an example of a network virtualization.

• Protection. User-level access to the network interface requires that protection mecha
nisms be enforced by hardware. This typically includes checking the destination node,
the destination process and, if applicable, the message length. For most of these checks
a simple range check is sufficient. On reception, the message head (i.e., the handler ad
dress and possible a process id) can be checked using the normal memory management
system.

• Frequent message accelerators. A well-designed network interface allows the most
frequent message types to be issued quickly.

Processor support for message handlers

Asynchronous message handler initiation is the one design issue that cannot be addressed
purely in the network interface: for very fast message handling, processor modifications are
needed as well. The only way to signal an asynchronous event on current microprocessors is
to take an interrupt. This not only flushes the pipeline, but enters the kernel. The overhead
in executing a user-level handler includes a crawl-out to the handler, a trap back into the
kernel, and finally the return to the interrupted computation.8 Super-scalar designs tend to
increase the cost of interrupts.

• Fast polling. Frequent asynchronous events can be avoided by relying on software to
poll for messages. Polling instructions can be inserted automatically by the compiler
as part of thread generation. This can be supported with little or no change to the
processor.

• User-level interrupts. For Active Messages, user-level interrupts need only occur
between instructions. However, an incoming message may not be for the currently
running user process and the network interface should interrupt to the kernel in this
case.

• PC injection. A minimal form of multithreading can be used to switch bet\veen the
main computational thread and the handler thread. The two threads share processor
resources except for the program counter (PC). Normally instructions are fetched using

8It may be possible for the user-level handler to return directly to the computation.
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the computation PC. On message arrival, instruction fetch switches to use the handler
PC.The handler suspends with a STJap instruction, which switches instruction fetch
back to the computation PC. Note, that in this approach the format of the message is
spatially known to the network interface, since it must extract the handler PC from the
message.

• Dual processors. Instead of multiplexing the processor between computation threads
and handlers, the two can execute concurrently on two processors, one tailored for the
computation and a simple one for message handlers. The crucial design aspect is how
communication is handled between the two processors. The communication consist of
the data received from the network and written to memory, e.g., into active frames, and
the scheduling queue.

3.4 Suffiluary

The remote procedure call mechanism is the simplest way to implement client server appli
cations where client and server are two different processes usually (operating on different
machines). The reason it is the simplest is because it keeps the complexity of network com
munications out of the application code. In the client application code a remote procedure
call looks like a local procedure call, because it is actually a call to client stub code (a stub is
surrogate code that supports the RPC). The client stub code communicates with the server
stub code using the RPC runtime library ( this is a set of run time routines that supports RPC
applications). The servers RPC library receives the remote procedure call and communicates
client information to the server stub. The server stub code invokes the remote procedure
in the server application code, which executes in the server address space. \Nhen the server
finishes executing the remote procedure, the server stub code communicates output to the
client stub. The stub then returns the result to the client.

While send&receive is often touted as being "close to the hardware" this section has shown
that this is not the case and that send&receive is neither efficient nor versatile. Therefore
send&receive is not suited as general-purpose communication architecture. All send&receive
variants involve a combination of round-trip latencies, multiple message copies, dynamic buffer
allocation, unbounded storage, and costly synchronization in form of tag matching. \iVhile
each successive send&receive variant eliminates the worst problem of the previous one, it
increases the cost of another operation in the process: eliminating round-trips costs queueing
and copying, eliminating the copies \vorsens buffer allocation, eliminating queueing altogether
increases the tag matching cost.

Perhaps the most significant fallacy in send&receive is to keep the address spaces of all the
nodes disjoint, i.e., not to form a global address space. Using global addresses in the message
layer can eliminate message buffer allocation and data copying in most cases. Given that it is
generally agreed that a global address space is beneficial from the programming point of view,
virtually all new parallel programming languages use global addresses and, as consequence,
implementations on top of send&receive are not very attractive.

The Active Messages communication architecture offers simple, general purpose communica
tion primitives as a thin veneer over the raw hardware. It is intended to serve as a substrate
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for building libraries that provide higher-level communication abstractions and for generating
communication code directly from a parallel language compiler. Unlike most communica
tion layers, it is not intended for direct use by application programmers and really provides
lower-level services from which communication libraries and run-time systems can be built.

The basic communication primitive is a message with an associated small amount of compu
tation (in the form of a handler) at the receiving end. Typically the first word of an Active
Message points to the handler for that message. On message arrival, the computation on the
node is interrupted and the handler is executed. The role of the handler is to get the message
out of the network, by integrating it into the ongoing computation and/or by sending a re
ply message back. The buffering and scheduling provided by Active Messages are extremely
primitive and thereby fast: the only buffering is that involved in actual transport and the
only scheduling is that required to activate the handler. This is sufficient to support many
higher-level abstractions and more general buffering and scheduling can be easily constructed
in layers above Active Messages when needed. This minimalist approach avoids paying a
performance penalty for unneeded functionality.

Addressing the four key issues in Active Messages:

• Data transfer. Expose micro-architecture to allow direct data transfer into and out
application structures.

• Synchronization. Message handler is named in each message and executes upon
message arrival. Handler execution is atomic and cheap interrupt enable/disable support
critical sections in the computation.

• Send failure. Communication patterns are limited to requests and replies. Deadlock
free request-reply supported using network priorities.

• Network virtualization. A messages' destination node, process id, and handler triplet
is a global address which must be protected. Context switch the network by saving the
state and coordinating process scheduling.
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Distributed Shared Memory

Shared memory provides programmers with a simple model for programming parallel com
puters by providing a single shared address space. In the shared memory model, proces
sors communicate via reads and writes to the shared address space, facilitating the usage of
pointer-based data structures required for many complex algorithms. Shared memory spares
programmers from having to deal with low level message passing issues in order to manage
data movement, significantly simplifying and speeding up program development.

Unfortunatply, the hardware necessary to implement shared memory is complex, expensive,
and difficult to scale to a large number of processors. In addition, the recent trend towards a
network of relatively inexpensive workstations as a platform for parallel applications makes a
pure hardware solution simply unfeasible.

This situation has led many researchers into the area of Distributed Shared Memory (DSM).
DSM is a software abstraction providing a single shared address space to processors with
disjoint memories. The idea of DSM over a network of workstations has been around for quite
some time. However, due to poor performance, it has been unattractive as a practical solution.
The emergence of high performance ATM networks may finally alleviate this problem, and
make a DSM a practical reality.

The idea of distributed shared memory was first introduced in 1986 by Kai Li in his PhD dis
sertation titled, "Shared Virtual Memory on Loosely Coupled Microprocessors." The earliest
DSM system, Ivy [LH 89], essentially mimicked a shared memory multiprocessor in software.
Ivy used the same coherence protocols as shared memory hardware (though with pages as
opposed to cache blocks). Ivy provided a sequential consistency protocol, i.e. all read/write
operations over all processors are enacted in the same exact order on each processor. As a
result, programs written for shared memory multiprocessors could be run upon Ivy without
modification. However, Ivy and similar systems suffered in terms of performance due to the
excessive communication overhead required by these protocols.

To rectify the situation, researchers began to explore and adopt weaker consistency models.
Systems such as Munin [CBZ 91] and Midway [BZS 93] require programmers to use provided
synchronization primitives to access explicitly declared shared variables. Munin is based
upon a software implementation of release consistency. In Munin, all writes to shared data
must occur within a critical section. No guarantees of consistency are provided within a
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Figure 4.1: Distributed Shared Memory

critical region. Rather, when the critical region is exited, modified shared variables are
brought up to date on all processors. As a result communication overhead is dramatically
reduced. In addition, no functionality is lost. \Vhen synchronization primitives are used
correctly, all data appears sequentially consistent. Midway and currently available DSM
systems such as TreadMarks [KeD 94] and Quarks provide multiple consistency protocols
combining variations of sequential and release consistency in conjunction with update and
invalidate protocols. The application is allowed to use whichever protocol that suits it best.

Another approach is object-based DSM. Instead of providing a shared linear address space,
such systems provide an abstract space of shared objects. Each object consists of internal
data and methods that operate on that data. Any processor may access any object only via
the object's methods. By restricting access to shared data in such a fashion, an object-based
system can make a number of optimizations in reducing communication overhead. On the
other hand, such an approach restricts programmers to a particular style of programming.
Linda and Orca are examples of object-based systems.

4.1 Quarks - Portable DSM on UNIX

Quarks! is a public domain DSM software package developed at the University of Utah. It
is designed to run over the network of UNIX workstations and is already ported to such
platforms as SunOS 4.1jSPARC, HP-UXjPA-RISC, llUX 5.2/MIPS, and 4.3BSDjIvi68k.

Overview of Quarks Features

• Provides reliable in-order communication over UDP

• Uses page- based granularity

I Then name is derived from the hope that Quarks will be the basic building block on which more sophisti
cated DSM systems and applications will be developed.
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Figure 4.2: Organization of Quarks node

• Supports both write update and write invalidate update protocols over release consis
tency protocol

• Supports Cthreads2 multithreading package to amortize costs of IPC between compu
tationally intensive tasks

• Provides such synchronization primitives as locks, condition variables, and barriers

4.2 Design overview

The way Quarks works is the following. When an application program is started, the first
thing to start is so-called master thread. It creates all shared data and initializes it. Right
after that it forks off remote threads that inherit the descriptors of shared regions as well
as shared synchronization variables. Then the remote children threads go on to perform the
actual computation and when they are done they report their termination to the master
thread.

Figure 4.2 represents the internal structure of an application running over Quarks.

4.2.1 The Shared Memory Server

A parallel program in Quarks essentially consists of processes that run on separate machines
and communicate with each other by the means provided by the Quarks run time library.
However, Quarks is not designed in a fully distributed fashion since it relies on the server that
runs on some well known machine. The centralized server handles allocation and deallocation
of shared memory regions and also manages synchronization primitives. The former is only

2 Cthreads is a user level threads library
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needed at startup of a remote thread of an application while the latter could happen at any
point during the execution time.

4.2.2 Global threads

Quarks provides a notion of global threads by following a global naming scheme. A global
name of a thread is unique among all the threads in the system, and is used to specify the
sender and receiver in a message. The threads are not truly global, in the sense threads
cannot be created at a remote location by any node other than the master thread, and they
do not migrate. Quarks assumes that a master or root thread of an application starts off first,
allocating and initializing shared memory and synchronization primitives and finally forking
computation threads are remote hosts. Global threads are actually implemented by Cthreads.
Global names are derived by concatenating the node id of the node on which the thread is
created and the id of the thread in that node.

4.2.3 DSM subsystem

The abstraction of shared memory is provided by the DS~l subsystem in Quarks. There are
two aspects to providing the abstraction - how do the application programs allocate shared
memory, a.nd how does Quarks maintain memory coherency.

4.2.4 Shared memory regIons

Application programs allocate a region of shared memory. The run time library contacts
the shared memory server to allocate a region. A region is named by an integer identifier.
Regions allocated with the same id on different nodes are shared by the nodes. Once a region
is allocated, it can be accessed as normal memory. Quarks ensures consistency of the data
in shared regions. Applications can allocate either named or unnamed regions. If no name
is specified, the server will allocate a name, which remains transparent to the application.
Named regions can be used to shared data across applications.

4.2.5 Memory coherency / Memory coherence protocols

The data in the shared memory region is maintained coherent by a coherency protocol. Pro
towls are specified on a per-page b<l~is ancl a.pplications can run with different protocols for
different pages. Currently two protocols are defined - the write invalidate protocol and the
write shared protocol, based on release consistency. The mmap and mprotect system calls of
Unix are used to provide the virtual memory support required to implement the protocols. A
shared region is represented as a collection of pages, and the protocols maintain consistency
at page granularity.

In the write-invalidate protocol a page can be mapped invalid, read-only or read-writable at
a node. An access on an invalid page or a write on a read-only page causes a page fault.
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The run time library requests the page from the probOwner3 , and maps it with appropriate
protection when it is received. A write access also causes all nodes caching a copy of the page
to invalidate it. A node receiving a page request for a page it does not own forwards it to its
probOwner for the page. The forwarding node also updates the probOwner for the page to
be the requesting node.

In write shared protocol, multiple nodes can cache copies of a page and simultaneously write
to it. Pages are held in read-only mode at nodes if multiple copies of the page exist. A
thread writing into the page faults and the fault handler creates an idcntical copy of the
page, called twin. It makes the page writable, and the thread continues with its accesses.
At a latcr stage, when the thread reaches a synchronization point (releases a lock or arrives
at a barrier), all the pages that have twins present are encoded into a diff message, which
represents the modifications to the pages since last synchronization point. The diffs are sent
to all the nodes holding copies of the pages, the twins arc destroyed and the pages are reverted
back to read-only mode in order to catch subsequent write accesses.

In Figure 4.3 we see that one of the remote threads attempts to lock the data which is being
accessed (and therefore locked) by another thread. In such a case a thread which wants to
access data will send a lock request to the server. A server will check a corresponding entry
in the lock table and will either respond with a lock ID or just postpone the reply until the
reception of a lock release message from the owner of the lock. In any of these cases, a thread
which requested a lock will go to sleep until a reply from the server is received.

3 probOumer is the id of the node which is believed to be the owner of the page
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4.2.6 Message subsystem

The message subsystem provides a reliable and in-order message delivery system on top of
the unreliable datagram service provided by UDp 4

. Messages are exchanged between threads,
i.e., a thread can send a message to another thread (on any node). Send and Receive are
synchronous, which means the thread sending a message blocks until it receives a reply,
and likewise, a thread invoking a receive blocks until a message arrives. A blocked thread
yields the processor to other threads to enable handing incoming messages. We have taken
a lot of care to reduce the overhead incurred by the message subsystem above the UDP
communication latency. Message buffers are kept pre-allocated and fields of headers kept
filled whenever possible. The message subsystem is used by the DSM subsystem and the
application programmer does not have to know about it at all.

As a further optimization, the task of providing reliable transport for more common messages
like page and lock requests etc, has been moved up from the message layer. In other words,
lost messages and duplicates are taken care by the routines that handle page and lock requests.
Coupled with the fact that in a typical LAN, the probability of a message being dropped is
very low, this technique eliminates lot of unnecessary acknowledgements that may be required
if the message subsystem itself handled error recovery. To that end, the message subsystem
provides an asynchronous send primitive, in which the sender thread does not block waiting
for a reply. The higher level routines maintain sequence numbers etc, to ensure ordered and
reliable delivery.

4 UDP (User Datagram Protocol) is a connection-less protocol
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Quarks has been successfully compiled and installed on the HP- UX machines at EB. The
following configuration files are used:

Qk.server
blue

Qk.hosts
red
blue
green
yellow

For test purpose a matrix multiply program matmult has been installed. The matrix multiply
program is an example of a computation intensive program with very regular memory access
pattern. The matrix multiply program randomly generates two square matrices of a specified
size and multiply them together to form a third matrix. Initialization is done completely by
the first processor. Each processor is assigned an equal number of rows to compute in the
final multiplied matrix.

At this moment matmult runs on only on two workstations. vVhen a third one is invoked,
one workstation gives an unresolved error. As a result, an unreachable node and therefore
the computation time will be infinite.

4.4 Summary

Quarks is deliberately designed to be independent from any specific hardware. That feature
make it easy to port it to ATM. The fact that it is rather modular is another big plus. It's
also absolutely free of costs.

There is some amount of communication overhead on the processor as opposed to the netvwrk.
Quarks is specifically optimized for UDP. A non-significant amount of work is done on the
processor to minimize the amount of data actually sent through the network. This type of
a trade-off is not longer advantageous for Quarks running over ATM. Fine-tuning Quarks to
reduce copying of data, buffering, and encoding or decoding of data should benefit Quarks
over ATM.

The usage of ATM instead of UDP removes the kernel from the communication path between
processors. However, memory accesses to write protected or invalid memory segments still
cause a trap to the kernel. It is likely that these kernel traps from a major portion of the
remaining overhead. Some form of user-level memory management will also alleviate this
problem.

It is promising that further work exploring these areas could significantly improve the per
formance of a system such as Quarks over an ATM network. While a significant amount
of future research is needed in these areas, there is a believe that ATM networks will make
distributed shared memory a practical reality.
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Network of workstations

Personal computers are eating the market for workstations, which have consumed the market
for minicomputers and are eating away at that for larger mainframes and supercomputers.
Why is this? One reason is the effect of volume manufacturing on computer price-performance.
The rapid improvement each year in computer system does not happen by accident; it re
quires a huge investment in engineering and manufacturing. For personal computers and
workstations, this investment can be amortized over a large sale volume. With much smaller
sales volume, mainframes and supercomputers must either forgo performance advances or
obtain them at higher per unit cost. Workstation price-performance is improving at 80% per
year, while that of supercomputers is improving at only 20-30% per year. Given that desktop
computers offer the best price-performance in this era of sustained rapid change, why would
anyone buy a supercomputer? One reason is there may be no choice: you have a task that
is bigger than will feasibly run on a workstation. How can we exploit this transformation of
the technology base towards small computers? This section argues that the on-going tech
nological convergence of local area networks and massively parallel interconnects will allow
networks of workstations to replace MPPs. Instead of small computers for interactive use
and larger computers for demanding sequential and parallel applications, this section propose
using network of workstations for all the needs of computer users.

Exploiting idle resources in a network of workstations has been a popular topic for many years.
Idle workstations in a network represent a significant computing potential. In particular, their
processing power can be used by parallel-distributed programs that treat the network as a
loosely-coupled multiprocessor. But the set of machines free to participate in load sharing
changes over time as users come and go from their workstations. To make full use of the
available resources, parallel-distributed applications in the network must reconfigure to adapt
to these changes as they run. The goal is to build a network of workstations that runs parallel
programs with the same performance as a dedicated MPP and runs sequential programs with
performance equivalent to dedicated uniprocessors.
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5.1 Idle workstations

The idea of using idle resources over a network has been around nearly since computers
became networked, and parallel computing on clusters of workstations is hardly new. What
is new is the convergence of technologies and systems concepts that together make network
of workstations more attractive than ever before.

• The ATM network. Switched local area networks allow bandwidth to scale with the
number of processors and low overhead communications protocols (e.g. Active Mes
sages) have made it possible to do very fast communication over a LAN.

• The workstation. Workstations have become extraordinarily powerful. A top end 1994
workstation is roughly one-third the performance of a Cray C90 processor and exceeds
C90 capacity in many respects. In addition to processor performance, a typical work
station offers large memory and disk capacity. Therefore, the resources on a desktop
are more worthwhile to recruit than ever before. The key to doing so is the network
hardware and software.

• The I/O bottleneck. Processors are getting much faster, but disks are improving mostly
in capacity, not performance. If current trends continue, further increases in processor
performance will yield little improvement for end-user, since more and more of the time
will be spent waiting for I/O. Network of workstations offer another alternative. A
huge pool of memory potentially exists on the network (Idle RAM); this memory can
be accessed far more quickly than local disk. Further more, when I/Os are required,
they can be stripped across multiple workstations disks, much as in a RAID 1

. The key
enabling technology is again the network.

There a two types of workloads on a network of workstations:

• Parallel. If parallel programmers are going to use idle workstations in a network of work
stations, they must receive guarantee performance similar to a smaller but dedicated
MPP.

• Sequential. To provide desktop performance equivalent to dedicated uniprocessor, the
system must deliver the equivalent of a dedicated wurkstation to each active user.

5.1.1 Memory

Fast network communication makes it attractive to use the aggregate RAM of a network of
workstations as giant cache for disk. This h;j.s not heen pra.ctical in the past on Ethernet
because it would consume too much of the bandwidth of the shared media and because even
on an idle Ethernet, the time to fetch data across the network is only marginally less than a
local disk access. By using the idle RAM on a network of workstations, we can dramatically
reduce the number of disk accesses, mitigating the I/O bottleneck and greatly improving user
visible performance. There are two applications of this idea: virtual memory and file caching.

I RAID (Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks) systems deliver higher bandwidth, capacity, and avail
ability than can be achieved by a single large disk by hooking together arrays of small disks.
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Network RAM
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Virtual memory was introduced to run problems much bigger than the main memory; the idea
was to automatically migrate data between main memory and slower, cheaper storage, giving
the illusion of large, inexpensive memory. Unfortunately, as the performance gap between
processor and disk has widened, this illusion has broken down and today people arrange
never to run problems bigger than the physical memory of the machine. To run a larger
program, typically one needs to buy more RAM or, if no more will fit, find a bigger (and
less cost-effective) computer that can hold more RAM. This happens despite the precense of
megabytes of idle RAM on the network.

Network RAM can fulfill the original promise of virtual memory. With high bandwidth, low
latency networks and system software that can recognize when machines are idle, we can page
effectively across the network. Simulations show that programs run 10 to 30 percent slower
using network RAM than if the program fitted entirely in local RAM. However, a report
shows that network RAM is 5 to 10 times faster than trashing to disk [ACP 9.5].

Cooperative file caching

Analogously, we can improve file system performance by cooperatively managing the file
caches on each client workstation. Traditionally, network file systems cache files in local client
memory and on client disks to reduce network accesses; they also cache files in memory at
the server to reduce disk accesses. In a building-wide network of workstations, the aggregate
client memory for outstrips the memory that can be feasible put at the server. Cooperatively
managing this large client's memory has two benefits. First, a number of files, such as
executables and font files, are used by more than one client; on a cache miss, these files can
be fetched from another client's memory, instead of going to the server's disk. Second, active
clients can effectively increase the size their cache by using the memory of idle clients.

The University of California (Berkeley) investigated the potential of cooperative caching in file
systems by examining a two day trace of file system activity on a cluster of 42 workstations.
Assuming each client workstation has 16Mbytes of file cache and the server cache is 128Mbyte,
cooperative caching reduced disk reads by a factor of 2, improving file read performance by
80% [ACP 95].

5.2 What is an idle workstation

At first glance, it might appear that a workstation with no one lo~ged in at the console is an
idle workstation, but with modern computer systems things are not always that simple. In
many systems, even with no one logged in there may be dozens of processes running, such as
clock daemons, mail daemons, news daemons, and all manner of other daemons.

Each workstation maintains its own load information and updates it periodically by calcu
lating CPU use over a window (recent demands). This yields a load-state-metric L, which
compared against an overload threshold To and an underload threshold Tu to determine
whether the workstation is overloaded (L > To), underloaded (L < Tu), or under a medium
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load (Tu :S L :S To)· This metric does not change frequently, and indicates the load on the
most congested resource, it can be extended to other resources, such as memory. A typi
cal definition for an idle workstation: an idle workstation is a workstation that is listed as
underloaded.

5.3 How to locate an idle workstation

The algorithms used to locate idle workstations can be divided into two categories: server
driven and client driven. The server-driven approach, when a workstation goes idle, it an
nounces its availability. It can do this by entering its name (if necessary with network address)
and properties in registry file (or data base). When a program want to allocate an idle work
station, it looks in the registry to find a suitable idle workstation.

An alternative way for the newly idle workstation to announce the fact that it has become
available is to put a broadcast message onto the network. All other workstations then record
this fact. In effect, each workstation maintains its own private copy of the registry. The
disadvantage is when future distributed systems will have many interconnected workstations
and even more objects (such as hardware and software components), it will create intolerable
overhead or congestion in systems with more than several dozen workstations. The functions
for adaptive load-sharing algorithms are sufficient if we limit the number of workstations, but
scalability requires the algorithm's constructs to be independent of system size and physical
topology. The algorithm should have minimum sensitivity to the systems physical character
istics, such as communication bandwidth and latency. This implies that an algorithm should
make local decisions based on nonlocal state information that has been made available lo
cally. The flexible load-sharing algorithm, FLS [KKM 93], takes advantage of this idea and
adds a third function for scalability: It partitions a system into sets of workstations, called
domains. A workstation only exchanges state information with and allocates components to
the members of its domain.

The other way to locate idle workstations is the use a client-driven approach. When an idle
workstation is needed, the home machine broadcast a request saying what program it want
to run, how much memory it needs, whether or not a floating point coprocessor is needed,
and so on. These details are not needed if all workstations are identical, but if the system
is heterogeneous and not every program can run on every workstation, they are essential.
When the replies come back, the home machine picks one and sets it up. One nice twist is
to have irllp. workstations delay their responses slightly, with the delay being proportional to
the current load. In this way, the delay from the least heavily loaded machine will come back
first and be selected.
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5.4 Non-dedicated system

5.4.1 How can a remote process be run transparently
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One of the most important issues in remote execution is the ease with which remote resources
can be made available to users. Moving the code is easy, but what about the data structure.
The trick is to set up the remote process so that it sees the same environment it would
have locally, on the home workstation, and thus carries out the same computation it would
have locally. In this context it is necessary to consider homogeneous and heterogeneous
environments and resources.

Homogeneous environments

In this case, the only problems of a remote execution facility are migration of a state from
the source computing to the destination computing, and which tools should be provided to
aid remote execution.

Heterogeneous environments

Remote execution is both more desirable and more difficult to provide in these environments.
It is more desirable because of the variety of computation and peripheral resources which
can be used by users to do their different tasks. On the other hand, the variety of resources
requires a remote execution facility which can accommodate the different environments and
also deal with the problems of any homogeneous environment. This results in both translation
and migration of the state, respectively.

5.4.2 What happens if the machine's owner comes back

If the owner of one of the workstations returns, he must compete for resources with the
program component running on his machine. The probable result include degraded program
performance and an unhappy workstation owner, who may be inclined to abort the program.
Such conflicts are likely during a long-running computation, unless the program limits its
initial allocation to a small number of nodes with predictable usage patterns: i.e., nodes
likely to remain idle.

When a application receives a command to extract itself from a workstation, application
threads on the workstation are stopped within a fixed period of time specified as an argument
to the command. This returns quickly a considerable portion of the workstation resources
back to its owner.

5.4.3 One interactive user

It can be assumed that users demand interactive performance from their workstations even
when they are sharing resources with parallel applications. The policy resulting in the best
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CQmprQmise between serial-job response time and parallel-application throughput is likely
to depend upon a number of factors, such' as the number of idle workstations, the total
serial workload, and the characteristics of the parallel applications. For example, a parallel
application executes on N workstations, while one workstation is shared with a sequential
user. The parallel application runs 100% of the time on N - 1 idle workstations and is time
sliced in a round-robin fashion with the sequential process on the one non-idle workstation.
The application behaviour falls into two categories. If the work is distributed evenly across
processors or jf global synchronization is performed frequently, then all processors must wait
for the slowest processor to complete. This forces the application to run at the rate of
the non-idle workstation. On the other hand, if a load-imbalance exists across processors
and a processor with less work than the others is periodically interrupted (e.g. the non-idle
workstation), then the application is not slowed down to the speed of the slowest workstation.

To summarize, if a node running a parallel process begins executing a serial job, the parallel
process should be moved to another idle workstation, although the performance effect is
severe only for some applications. This migration is necessary to maintain acceptable parallel
program execution times. Of course, migration is a solution only if another idle workstation
is available.

5.4.4 Migration costs

A system with no migration overhead could utilize every idle workstation. However, migration
can be costly. The benefit of migration depends upon a number of factors, such as the
remaining execution time of the parallel application, the cost of migrating the process, and
the time until the process is migrated again.

5.4.5 Recruitment Treshhold

Recruitment threshold is the amount of time the system waits before harvesting an available
(e.to idle) machine. Douglas and Ousterhout [DO 91J demonstrate that machines that have
only recently gone idle should be avoided since they are most likely to once again become
unavailable. Simulations at the University of California (Berkeley), confirm this result. For
their traces, a 180 second recruitment threshold maximizes parallel program throughput on
all three clusters of workstations (50, 55, and 60 workstations). This value ensures that the
machine is likely to remain available, and yet does not lead the system to squander a large
amount of time that could have been used to run parallel programs.

5.4.6 User Interruptions

In order for a network of workstations to be successful, the number of user delays must be kept
to a bare minimum. Here, user delays are defined as the number of times when interactive
users return to their workstations to find a parallel job running on their machines or their
workstation state changed by a parallel job that ran to completion. These delays consist of
two components: the time to import the user's previous context and the time to export the
parallel job from the machine. A machine recruitment policy identifies when a workstation is
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available to run a parallel job. For example, one policy might consider a machine available if
its average CPU utilization is less than 20% for at least one minute.

The lJniversity of California (Berkeley) did traces on how two recruitment policies affect the
number of delays to interactive users. The first recruitment policy, CPU only, classifies a
machine as available if its average CPU utilization is less then 20% for one minute period.
With such a policy, one unlucky user would be delayed 80 times during the on their measured
workload! The second recruitment policy: a machine is available ifit's average CPU utilization
is less than 20% and there is no keyboard activity, both for a minimum of 15 minutes. This
user-sensitive policy does significantly better; however, there remain three users who are
delayed at least 15 times during a day.

5.4.7 Potential Cost per Interruption

When users return to their workstation, not only they might have to wait for parallel programs
to vacate their machine, but they must also wait for their previous contexts to be restored.
Consider the four main resources of the workstation: CPU, main memory, disk, and net\vork
interface. Reclaiming the CPU is inexpensive; restoring the state of registers, cache costs no
more than a few milliseconds. A similar argument can be made for the network interface,
because little state changes upon a context switch. However, considerably more state is
associated with workstation's main memory and file cache.

5.4.8 Social Contract

A social contract guarantees that an individual will not be delayed more than a specified
number of times during any day. Once a user has been delayed more than a specified number
of times, that user's workstation will no longer be listed as idle. The resource demands of the
parallel workload forces a tradeoff: as the number of tolerated user interruptions decreases,
parallel performance worsens. Therefore there must be a compromise between the number of
user interruptions and parallel program slowdown.
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5.5 Summary

There is a large amount of literature on using idle cycles in a network of workstations for
sequential load sharing, as well as executing parallel programs on dedicated network of work
stations. Building upon earlier work, this section examined the feasibility of combining se
quential and parallel jobs on a single platform. Traces at the University of California, Berkeley,
shows that there were enough idle cycles present in their cluster to effectively support both
sequential and parallel workloads given a reasonable recruitment threshold and an efficient
implementation of process migration. The success of the proposed system hinges upon main
taining the response time of the interactive sequential users of the cluster. Thus, parallel
jobs were only run on otherwise inactive, machines. However, because of secondary memory
effects, moving a parallel process away from a workstation can potentially be quite costly to
interactive users upon their return. A social contract can be used to minimize the number of
interruptions to anyone sequential user while still maintaining parallel throughput.
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User-level network interface

One of the most promising techniques to improve both the performance and the flexibility
of networking layer performance on workstation machines is to move parts of the protocol
processing into user space. This section describes a network architecture for IIser-Ievel com
munications on an off-the-shelf hardware platform running standard operating system.

6.1 ATM Software

System software is an essential component of a practical ATM LAN. In Fore's design, this
software includes switch control software, device drivers, an Application Programming Inter
face (API), and Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) agents. The switch control
software implements the ATM switch side of the signaling protocol; the device drivers imple
ment the adaptation-layer functions (in a more sophisticated ATM host interface, some parts
of AAL-functions are implemented in hardware) and the host side of the signaling protocol.
The Application Programming Interface is used for custom ATM application software; and
the SNMP agents are used for network management and to gather statistics about network
usage.

6.1.1 Signaling protocol

In an ATM LAN, ves should be created on demand between any pair of hosts that need to
communicate, and their resources should be released when the connection is no longer needed.
The ATM standards in this area are still incomplete, so Fore Systems developed the Simple
Protocol for ATM Network Signaling (SPANS) to provide these and other signaling services.
Since multiple signaling schemes can easily coexist in ATM LANs by using different reserved
signaling channels, early adopters of ATM will not be penalized for their foresight: standard
signaling protocols can be used when they become available.
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1. Request (a) Prepare 2. Indication

Source
ATM switch

Destination
host host

4. Confirmation (b) Commit 3. Response

Figure 6.1: Typical SPANS signaling transaction

The following principles were used to guide the design of SPANS, and should be applicable
to the design of any signaling protocol for ATM LANs:

• Simplicity

• Functionality

• Clarity

SPAl'\S is a protocol for communication between an end system and the network (as repre
sented by the immediately connected ATM switch).

The following signaling operations are defined by the SPANS protocol:

• Monitor ATM links to make sure that they are operational. For each operational link,
determine the ATM address of the system at the other end of the link.

• Open a connection to a specified end system.

• Close a connection from the sending end.

• Close a connection from the receiving end.

• Open a multicast connection.

• Add a destination to an ex.isting multicast connection.

Connections in SPANS are unidirectional. End systems implement bidirectional connections
by opening pairs of unidirectional SPANS connections. The source of a SPANS connection
is the system that sends data over it, and a destination is a system that receives data. (A
multicast SPANS connection may have multiple destinations.)

A transaction in SPANS, such as opening a connection, involves an exchange of messages
between the source and the network, and an exchange of messages between the destination
and the network. The steps in a typical transaction are illustrated in Figure 6.1.

A SPANS connection is uniquely identified by the ATM address and a 32-bit ATM Service
Access Point (ASAP) at each of the end points. ASAPs allow ATM-Iayer applications to
rendezvous in much the same way that TCP and UDP ports allow transport-layer applications
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to rendezvous. Note that ve identifiers cannot be used for this purpose, for the following
reasons:

• Ylultiple clients - each ve arriving over a given link must by definition have a different
ve identifier. It is therefore impossible for a server to use a single "well-known ve
identifier" to rendezvous with multiple concurrent clients .

• Multiple hops - ve identifiers are meaningful only over a particular link. When a cell
is sent over a ve, that cell's ve identifier will in general be mapped to a new identifier
by each ATM switch it passes through, arriving at its destination with a different ve
identifier than it started with. Even if a server were willing to accept a single client
connection at a time, it is impractical to expect clients to control the assignment of ve
identifiers to ves in a multiple-switch network.

For ATM-Iayer addressing, SPANS uses a 64-bit format compatible with SMDS 1 [Tec 89] and
IEEE 802.6 [lEE 91]. The most significant eight bits are currently unused. The remaining 56
bits contain a 24- bit port number and a 32-bit switch identifier. A reserved 64-bit broadcast
address is also defined, for use by the connectionless service. Host applications are usually
unconcerned with the structure of the ATyI address.

Since the ATM address is determined by the switch and port to which the host is connected,
a host discovers its address by listening to its switch. The switch repeatedly transmits, over
each port, a status message containing the ATM address of that port. When the host replies
with its version of the status message, the two parties establish that the link is up. If such
status messages are not received, the link is considered down. Status messages also carry an
epoch identifier, to distinguish between a temporary interruption of service and reboot.

Each connection has reserved for it a set of resources, described by three parameters: peak
bandwidth, mean bandwidth, and mean burst length. When opening a connection, an orig
inating host specifies both its desired and minimum acceptable resources. The network may
grant less than the desired resources, but not less than the minimum. If the network cannot
satisfy the minimum requirement, the connection is denied.

Multicast connection trees are opened and closed one destination at a time. A connect request
for an additional destination may fail without affecting the existing connection tree.

6.1.2 ATM Application Programming Interface

Figure 6.2 shows the architecture of the host system software. The solid boxes represent
unmodified applications and operating system modules. The dashed boxes represent new
modules that Fore supplies with its ATM host interfaces. The left side of the diagram shows
that Fore's ATM LAN can be utilized immediately via any existing network application. The
right side, however, shows that a new interface is required for ATM applications that need to
exploit capabilities not found in other LANs and protocols, such as guaranteed bandwidth,
selection of a specific AAL type, multicasting, and other ATM-specific features. This section
describes Fore's ATM Application Programming Interface (API).

1 SMDS: Switched Multirnegabit Data Service
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Figure 6.2: ATM host system software

The ATM API follows the client-server model of distributed computing. Both unidirectional
and bidirectional point-to-point connections are supported, as well as multicast connections
from one sender to multiple receivers. The resource reservation features of the SPANS signal
ing protocol are made available to the programmer, so bandwidth-sensitive applications can
try to reserve the resources the require.

The ATM API is implemented by a subroutine library, with support from the ATM device
driver. Depending on the platform, the subroutine library uses either a stream interface or
socket interface to the device driver. These details are hidden from the programmer, so that
the interface described here is portable across platforms.

A client program opens an ATM connection by calling the atm_connect routine. The argu
ments to atm_connect allow the application to specify the ATM address and ASAP of the
destination, the desired and minimum acceptable resources, the AAL to use, and whether the
direction is unidirectional, bidirectional, or multicast.

The ATM address can be obtained from a name service using the atm~ethostbynameoper
ation. The ASAP is chosen hy application or, optionally, assigned by the ATM API library.
In the case of a bidirectional connection, the ATM API library uses SPANS to open two
bidirectional connections.

A server program uses the atm~istenoperation to receive requests for incoming ATM con
nections. The server can choose to accept or reject the connection. The atm_accept operation
allows the server to place additional restrictions on the resources willing to commit to the
connection; these restrictions arc propti.gatcd back to the client.

Data is transferred by giving atrn_send and atm...receiva a data buffer and waiting for the
transfer to complete. One Protocol Data Unit (PDU) is transferred on each call. The maxi
mum size of the PDU depends on the AAL selected for the connection and the constraints of
the underlying socket or streams implementation.

The data given with atm.send is segmented by the appropriate AAL protocol. Each cell
is prefixed with the outgoing VC identifier for its connection as it is transmitted. On the
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receiving side, the data is reassembled and delivered to the incoming VC identifier.

6.1.3 Network management
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Fore Systems' ATM Switches and host interface cards are managed via SNMP. The switch
control processor is accessible via TCP lIP, over both Ethernet and ATM. The switch control
processor runs an SNMP agent that is responsible for collecting management information
from switch hardware and control software. Likewise, each host with an ATM interface runs
an SNMP agent, which collects management information from the adapter card and device
driver.

There is also simple SNMP- based tools to declare switch ports up or down and to create
permanent virtual circuits; these are required only in unusual application. One example is
the network of workstations used as dedicated parallel computer. A fully connected graph of
permanent virtual circuits can be established once, when the system comes up.

6.2 User-level access to the network interface

Recently, multiprocessor communication architectures have achieved a significant reduction
of the communication overhead by eliminating the operating system from the critical path.
In order not to compromise security, the network interface must offer some form of protection
mechanism. In shared memory models, the memory management unit is extended to map
remote memory into the local virtual user address space such that the operating system can
enforce security by managing the address translation tables. Message-based network interfaces
contain a node address translation table which maps the user's virtual node numbers onto
the physical node address space. Again, the operating system enforces security by controlling
the address translation, thereby preventing a process from sending a message to an arbitrary
node. The current generation of message based network interfaces only control the destination
node address and therefore require that all processes of a parallel program run at the same
time. The next generation adds the sending process id to each message allowing the receiving
network interface to discriminate between messages destined for the currently running process,
that can retrieve these message directly, and messages for inactive processes, which must be
queued (typically by the operating system) for later retrieval.

In contrast, the network interfaces available for workstations do not yet incorporate any form
of protection mechanism. Instead, the operating system must be involved in the sending and
reception of every message. The connection based nature of ATM networks would principally
allow the design of a protection mechanism to limit the virtual circuits a user process has
access to (the operating system would still control virtual circuit set-up). But because the
architecture of the networking layers in current operating systems does not seem to be set
up to allow user-level network interface access, it appears unlikely that network interfaces
with these features will become commonplace soon. The challenge in any high-performance
communication layer for clusters is, to minimize the path through the kernel by judiciously
coordinating the user-kernel interactions.
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6.3 Design goals

In a traditional networking architecture, the path taken by messages through the kernel
involves several copies and crosses multiple levels of abstraction between the device driver
and the user application. The resulting processing overheads limit the peak communication
bandwidth and cause high end-to-end message latencies. So, the networking architecture has
to focus on reducing the processing overhead required to send and receive messages as well
as on providing flexible access to the lowest layer of the network. The intent is three-fold:

• provide low-latency communication in local-area settings,

• exploit the full network bandwidth even with small messages,

• facilitate the use of novel communications protocols.

6.3.1 The importance of low communications latencies

Bandwidth is the widely advertised metric of communication performance; however, network
latency and processor overhead can be just as important, despite their low profile in product
literature. The latency of communication is mainly composed of processing overhead and
network latency. The term processing overhead is used here to refer the time spent by the
processor in handling messages at the sending and receiving ends. This may include buffer
management, message copies, checksumming, flow-control handling, interrupt overhead, as
well as controlling the network interface. Separating this overhead from the network latency
distinguishes the costs stemming from the network fabric technology from those due to the
networking software layers.

Recent advances in network fabric technology have improved network bandwidth while the
processing overheads have not been affected nearly as much. Different factors dominate
communication cost for large and small messages. For instance, large messages amortize per
message overhead over a large number of bytes, making per-byte costs and bandwidth more
important factors in determining performance. For smaller messages, however, per-message
overheads dominate, because more of the communication time is spent in protocol processing
than ill actually transmitting the data onto the network.

The network interface have to achieve low communication overheads because small messages
are becoming increasingly important in many applications. For example:

• Object-oriented technology is finding wide-spread adoption and is naturally extended
across the network by allowing transfer of objects and remote execution of methods.
Objects are generally small relative to the message sizes required for high bandwidth
(around 100 bytes vs. several Kbytes) and thus communication performance suffers
unless message overhead is low.

• Numerous client / server architectures are based on a RPC style of interaction. By dras
tically improving the communication latency for requests, responses and their acknowl
edgements, a large number of systems may see significant performance improvements.
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• Although remote file systems are often categorized as bulk transfer systems, they depend
heavily on the performance of small messages. Network traces [Kay93, Gus90] show
that 90% of the packets are UDP packets, mostly generated by NFS; the rest are TCP
segments. The study shows that over 99% of all the TCP packets are less than 200
bytes long, while 9% are at least 8192 bytes long. Because most messages are small, we
can predict that overhead will limit network performance.

6.3.2 The importance of small-message bandwidth

The communication bandwidth of a system is often measured by sending a virtually infinite
stream from one node to another. While this may be representive of a few applications,
the demand for high bandwidth when sending many small messages (e.g., a few hundred
bytes) is increasing due to the same trends that demand low latencies. The network interface
should specifically targets this segment of the network traffic and have to provide full network
bandwidth with as small messages as possible, mainly by reducing the per-message overheads.

6.3.3 Communication protocol and interface flexibility

In traditional networking architectures the protocol stacks are implemented as part of the
kernel. This makes it difficult to experiment with new protocols and efficiently support
dedicated protocols that deal with application specific requirements.

For example, in a high-level language supporting a form of blocking RPC no copy need to be
need in case a retransmission is required as the high-level semantics of RPC guarantee that
the source data remains unmodified until the RPC completes successfully. Thus the address
of a large RPC argument may well be passed down directly to the network interface's DMA
engine.

Another example is that at the moment a process requests data from a remote node it may
pre-allocate memory for reply. \Vhen the response arrives the data can be transferred directly
into its final position without allocation of intermediate buffers or any intermediate copies.

Taking advantage of the above techniques is becoming a key element in reducing the overhead
of communication and can only be done if applications have direct access to the network
interface.

6.4 Network Interface Architecture

A Ilew abstraction for high-performance communication is required to deliver the promise
of low-latency, high-bandwidth communication to the applications on standard workstations
using off-the-shelf networks. The central idea is to simply remove the kernel from the critical
path of sending and receiving messages. The eliminates the system call overhead, and more
importantly, offers the opportunity to streamline the buffer management which now can be
performed at user-level. As several research projects have pointed out, eliminating the kernel
from the send and receive paths requires that some form of multiplexing and demultiplexing
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device (in hardware or in software) is introduced for the purpose of enforcing protection
boundaries. The approach described in this section is to incorporate this muxldemux directly
into the network interface (NI), as depicted in Figure 6.4, and to move all buffer management
and protocol processing to user-level.

6.4.1 Related work

A number of issues surrounding user-level network interface access have been studied in the
past. For the Mach3 operating system a combination of a powerful message demultiplexer
in the microkernel, and u user-level implementation of the TCP lIP protocol suite solved the
network performance that arose when the Unix single operating system-server was responsible
for all network communication.

More recently, the application device channel abstraction, developed at the University of
Arizona, provides application programs with direct access to the experimental OSIRIS ATM
board [DPD 94] used in Lhe Aurora Gigabit testbed.

At Hp2 Bristol a mechanism has been developed for the JetStream LAN [EWL 94] where
applications can reserve buffer pools on the Afterburner [EWL 93] board. When data arrives
on a VCI, associated with an application, data is transferred directly into the correct pool.
However, the application cannot access these buffers directly: it alway forced to go through
the kernel with a copy operation to retrieve the data for sending. Only kernel based protocols

2 HP is a registrated trademark of Hewlett-Packard Company
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could be made aware of the buffer pools and exploit them fully.

6.4.2 V-Net user-level network interface

U-Net: This user-level network interface for parallel and distributed computing, is a project
of Department of Computer Science, Cornell University, Ithaca [BBV 95].

The U-Net user-level network interface architecture virtualizes the interface in such a way
that a combination of operating system and hardware mechanisms can provide every process
the illusion of owning the interface to the network. Depending on the sophistication of the
actual hardware, the U-Net components manipulated by a process may correspond to real
hardware in the network interface, to memory locations that are interpreted by the operating
system, or to a combination of the two. The role of U-Net is limited to multiplexing the
actual net\',:ork interface among all processes accessing the network and enforcing protection
boundaries as well as resource consumption limits. In particular, a process has control over
both the contents of each message and the management of send and receive resources, such
as buffers.

Sending and receiving messages

The U-Net architecture is composed of three main building blocks, shown in Figure 6.5, end
points serve as an application's handle into the network and contain communication segments
which are regions of memory that hold message data, and message queues which hold descrip
tors for messages that are to be sent or that have been received. Each process that wishes
to access the network first creates one or more endpoints, then associates a communication
segment and a set of send, receive, and free message queues with each endpoint.

To send a message, a user process composes the data in the communication segment and
pushes a descriptor for the message onto the send queue. At that point, the network interface
is expected to pick the message up and insert it into the network. If the network is backed-up,
the network interface will simply leave the descriptor in the queue and eventually exert back
pressure to the user process when the queue becomes full. The network interface provides a
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mechanism to indicate whether a message in the queue has been jnjected into the network,
typically by setting a flag in the descriptor; this indicates that the associated send buffer can
be reused.

Incoming messages are demultiplexed by V-Net based on their destination: the data is trans
ferred into the appropriate communication segment and a message descriptor is pushed onto
the corresponding receive queue. The receive model supported by V-Net is either polling or
event driven. The two conditions currently supported are: the receive queue is non-empty
and the receive queue is almost full. The first one allows event driven reception while the
second allows processes to be notified before the receive queue overflows.

Multiplexing and demultiplexing messages

V-Net uses a tag in each incoming message to determine its destination endpoint and thus the
appropriate communication segment for the data and message queue for the descriptor. The
exact form of this message tag depends on the network substrate; for example, in an ATM
network the ATM Virtual Channel Identifiers (VCIs) may be used. In any case, a process
registers these tags with V-Net by creating communication channels: on outgoing messages
the channel identifier is used to place the correct tag into the message (as well as possibly
the destination address or route) and on incoming messages the tag is mapped into a channel
identifier to signal the origin of the message to the application.

V-Net 's notion of a message tag is very similar to the idea used in parallel machines of
including a parallel-process id in the header of messages. The message tag used in V-Net is
more general, however, in that it allows communication between arbitrary processes, whereas
a parallel-process id tag only serves communication within a parallel program running in a
closed environment.

An operating system service needs to assist the application in determining the correct tag
to use based on a specification of the destination process and the route between the two
nodes. The operating system service will assist in route discovery, switch-path setup and
other (signalling) tasks that are specific for the network technology used. The service will also
perform the necessary authentication and authorization checks to ensure that the application
is allowed access to the specific network resources and that there are no curdlicts with other
applications. After the path to the peer has been determined and the request has passed the
security constraints the resulting tag will be registered with V-Net such that the latter can
perform its message multiplexingfdemultip!exing function. A chann!:'l idpntifier is returned
to the requesting application to identify the communication channel to the destination.

Endpoints and communication channels together allow V-Net to enforce protection boundaries
among multiple processes accessing the network and, depending on how routes are allacaLeu,
may allow it to extend these boundaries across the network. This is achieved using two
mechanisms:

• endpoints, communication segments, and message queues are only accessible by the
owning process,

• outgoing messages are tagged with the originating endpoint address and incoming mes
sages are demultiplexed by V-Net and only delivered to the correct destination endpoint.
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Thus an application cannot interfere with the communication channels of another application
on the same host. In addition, if the set-up of routes is carefully controlled by the collection
of operating systems in a cluster of hosts, then this protection can be extended across the
network such that no application can directly interfere with communication streams between
other parties.

Zero-copy vs. true zero-copy

V-Net attempts to support a "true zero copy" architecture in which data can be sent directly
out of the application data structures without intermediate buffering and where the network
interface can transfer arriving data directly into user-level data structures as·well. In consid
eration of current limitations on I/O bus addressing and on network interface functionality,
the V-Net architecture specifies two levels of sophistication: a base-level which requires an
intermediate copy into a networking buffer and corresponds to what is generally referred-to as
zero copy, and a direct-access V-Net which supports true zero copy without any intermediate
buffering.

The base-level V-Net architecture matches the operation of existing network adapters by
providing a reception model based on a queue of free buffers that are filled by V-Net as
messages arrive. It also regards communication segments as a limited resource and places an
upper bound on their size such that it is not feasible to regard communication segments as
memory regions in which general data structures can be placed. This means that for sending
each message must be constructed in a buffer in the communication segment and on reception
data is deposited in a similar buffer. This corresponds to what is generally called " zero-copy" ,
but which in truth represents one copy, namely between the application's data structures and
a buffer in the communication segment. 3

Direct-access V-Net supports true zero copy protocols by allowing communication segments
to span the entire process address space and by letting the sender specify an offset within the
destination communication segment at which the message data is to be deposited directly by
the network interface.

The V-Net implementations described here support the base level architecture because the
hardware available does not support the memory mapping required for the direct-access ar
chitecture. In addition, the bandwidth of the ATM network used does not warrant the
enhancement because the copy overhead is not a dominant cost.

Base-level V-Net architecture

The base-level V-Net architecture supports a queue-based interface to the network which
stages messages in a limited-size communication segment on their way between application

3True zero copy is achieved with base-level V-Net when there is no need for the application to copy the
information received to a data structure for later reference. In that case data can be accessed in the buffers
and the application can take action based on this information without the need for a copy operation. A simple
example of this is the reception of acknowledgment messages that are used to update some counters but do
not need to be copied into longer term storage.
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data structures and the network. The communication segments are allocated to buffer mes
sage data and are typically pinned to physical memory. In the base-level V-Net architecture
send and receive queues hold descriptors with information about the destination, respectively
origin, endpoint addresses of messages, their length, as well as offsets within the communica
tion segment to the data. Free queues hold descriptors for free buffers that are made available
to the network interface for storing arriving messages.

The management of send buffers is entirely up to the process: the V-Net architecture does
not place any constraints on the size or number of buffers nor on the allocation policy used.
The main restriction are that buffers lie within the communication segment and that they be
properly aligned for the requirements of the network interface (e.g., to allow DMA transfers).
The process also provides receive buffers explicitly to the network interface via the free queue
but it cannot control the order in which these buffers are filled with incoming data.

As an optimization for small messages - which are used heavily as control messages in protocol
implementation - the send and receive queues may hold entire small messages in descriptors
(i.e., instead of pointers to the data). This avoids buffer management overheads and can im
prove the round- trip latency substantially. The size of these small messages is implementation
dependent and typically reflects the properties of the underlying network.

Kernel emulation of V-Net

Communication segments and message queues are generally scarce resources and it is often
impractical to provide every process with U-Net endpoints. Furthermore many applications
(such as telnet) do not really benefit from that level of performance. Yet, for software en
gineering reasons it may well be desirable to use a single interface to the network across all
applications. The solution to this dilemma is to provide applications with kernel-emulated
U-Net endpoints. To the application these emulated endpoints look just like regular ones,
except that the performance characteristics are quite different because the kernel multiplexes
all of them onto a single real endpoint.

Direct-Access V-Net architecture

Direct-access U-Net is a strict superset of the base-level architecture. It allows communication
segment.s t.o span the entire address space of a process and it allows senders to specify an
offset in the destination communication segment at which the message data is to be deposited.
This capability allows message data to be transferred directly into application data structures
without any intermediate copy into a buffer. While this form of communication requires quite
some synchronization between communicating processes, parallel language implementations,
such as Split-C [CDG 93], can take advantage of this facility.

The main problem with the direct-access V-Net architecture is that it is difficult to implement
on current workstation hardware: the network interface must essentially contain an MMU
that is kept consistent with the main processor's and the network interface must be able to
handle incoming messages which are destined to an unmapped virtual memory page. Thus,
in essence, it requires (i) the network interface to include some form of memory mapping
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hardware, (ii) all of (local) physical memory to be accessible from the network interface, and
(iii) page faults on message arrival to be handled appropriately.

At a more basic hardware level, the limited number of address lines on most I/O buses makes
it impossible for an network interface to access all of physical memory such that even with
an on-board MMV it is very difficult to support arbitrary-sized communication segments.

V-Net implementation

A prototype of V-Net is implemented using the Fore Systems SBA-IOO and the more sophis
ticated SBA-200. This section focuses on the latter interface. The experimental set-up used
consists of 5 60Mhz Sparcstation-20 and 3 50Mhz Sparcstation-IO workstations connected to
a 16-port Fore Systems ASX-200 ATM switch with 140Mbit/s TAXI fiber links.

The SBA-200 consist of a 25Mhz Intel i960 processor, 256kbytes of memory, a DMA-capable
I/O bus (Sbus) interface, a simple FIFO interface to the ATM fiber, and an AAL 5 CRC
generator. The host processor can map the SBA-20D memory into its address space in order
to communicate with the i9GO during operation.

The V-Net implementation for the SBA-200 modifies the firmware of the Intel i960 processor
on the SBA-200 to add a new V-Net compatible interface.The complete redesign of the SBA
200 firmware for the V-Net implementation was motivated by an analysis of Fore's original
firmware which showed poor performance.

The main design considerations for the new firmware were to virtualize the host-i960 inter
face such that multiple user processes can communicate with the i960 concurrently, and to
minimize the number of host and i960 accesses across the SBus.

The new host-i960 interface reflects the V-Net architecture directly. Communication segments
are mapped into the i960's DMA space, receive queues are allocated such that the host can
poll them without accessing the Sbus, while send and free queues are actually placed in SBA
200 memory and mapped into user-space such that the i960 can poll these queues without
DMA transfers.

The i960 provides protection to user processes on a per endpoint basis. Every endpoint to
endpoint connection is associated with a transmit/receive VCI pair which is registered with
the i960 via the kernel at the time of connection set up. Another level of protection is provided
at the time of message reception, where the i960 drops any incoming cell with a VCI that is
not associated with any endpoint.

In order to send a PDU, the host does a double word store to the i960 resident transmit queue
providing a pointer to a transmit buffer, the length of the PDU and the destination endpoint
address to the i960. Single cell PDV sends (and receives) are optimized as a special case since
most small messages are less than a cell in size. To receive cells from the network, the i960
periodically polls the network input FIFO. The single cell messages are directly transferred
into the next receive queue entry which is large enough to hold single cell messages, this
ensures that the user level process can access the data directly without having to go through
an extra level of indirection. Longer messages are transferred to host resident fixed size receive
buffers whose offsets from a DMA base address are pulled off the i960 resident free queue.
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When tIle last cell of the PDD is received, the offsets of all the used receive buffers from a base
address, up to a maximum number of receive buffers, are DMAed into the next receive queue
entry. The host uses these offsets to locate the buffers and reintroduces the buffer offsets into
the free queue after processing the data in them.

V-Net Active Messages implementation

The V-Net Active :v1essages (VAM) layer is a prototype that conforms to the Generic Active
Messages (GA:v1) 1.1 specification [Cui 94]. Generic Active Messages consists of a set of
primitives that higher level layers can use to initialize the GAM interface, send request and
reply messages and perform block gets and stores. GAM provides reliable message delivery
which implies that a message that is sent will be delivered to the recipient barring network
partitions, node crashes, or other catastrophic failures.

The VAM implementation consists of a user level library that exports the GAM 1.1 interface
and uses the V-Net interface. The library is rather simple and mainly performs the flow
control and retransmissions necessary to implement reliable delivery and the Active Messages
specific handler dispatch.

Flow Control Issues

In order to ensure reliable message delivery, UAM uses a window- based flow control protocol
with a fixed window size (w). Every endpoint preallocates a total of 4w transmit and receive
buffers for every endpoint it communicates with. This storage allows w requests and w replies
to be kept in case retransmission is needed and it allows 2w request and reply messages to
arrive without buffer overflow.

Request messages which do not generate a reply are explicitly acknowledged and a standard
"go back N" retransmission mechanism is used to deal with lost requests or replies. The flow
control implemented here is an end-to-end flow control mechanism which does not attempt
to minimize message losses due to congestion in the network.

Sending and Receiving

To send a request message, VAM first processes any outstanding messages in the receive
queue, drops a copy of the message to be sent into a pre-allocated transmit buffer and pushes
a descriptor onto the send queue. If the send window is full, the sender polls for incoming
messages until there is space in the send window or until a time-out occurs and all unacknowl
edged IIH~~~ag,e~ are retransluitted. The sending of reply messages or explicit acknowledgments
is similar except that no flow-control window check is necessary.

The VAM layer receives messages by explicit polling. On message arrival, VAM loops through
the receive queue, pulls the messages out of the receive buffers, dispatches the handlers, sends
explicit acknowledgments where necessary, and frees the buffers and the receive queue entries.
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6.5 Summary
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The U-Net architecture provides low-latency and high-bandwidth communication for network
of workstations. It removes the large communication overheads found in other networks of
workstations which primarily due to the standard networking layers in the operating system.
V-Net defines an architecture which allows smart network interfaces to be mapped directly
into user-space without compromising protection. With U-Net the operating system is no
longer involved with the sending and receiving message. This allows a much tighter integration
of computation and communication with the effect that communication overheads are reduced
dramatically.

The first implementation of U-Net uses a network of SPARCstations running SunGS inter
connected by an ATM network. This implementation offers access to the network at the raw
ATM/AAL 5 level, via Active Messages, and via the Split-C parallel programming language.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

ATM

The emergence of high-bandwidth low-latency networks is making the use of clusters of work
stations attractive for parallel an sequential computing applications. From technical point of
view a continuous spectrum of systems can be conceived, ranging from collections of Ethernet
based workstations to tightly integrated custom microprocessors. This thesis gives a frame
work for using a network of workstations.

The use of standard components and ATM networking technology results in four major dis
advantages of clusters with respect to multiprocessors:

• Multiprocessors hardware and software are customized to allow a tighter integration of
the network into the overall architecture.

• ATM networks do not provide reliable delivery or flow-control.

• Workstations and their network interfaces are not designed to permit protected user
level access to the network interface.

• There is no gang-scheduling of processes across nodes, for there is no operating system
coordination accros nodes.

The AAL Type 3/4 is having too much overhead when used in LAN interconnection with
existing LAN protocols. Many existing, higher-layer protocols already assume that packets
may vanish and already have error recovery overhead. Protocols such as TCPlIP assumes
that the network is unreliable. The verification at the AAL layer is unnecessary. The AAL
Type 5 was proposed to maximize the efficiency of cell utilization. Type 5 AAL assumes a
low error rate on the network which reduces the need for some of of the error fields of the
AAL Type 3/4 overhead. This leaves more room in the ATM cell for user data and decreases
overhead processing. Since the AAL Type 5 has eliminated certain information fields, it does
not allow multiplexing of different AAL SDU streams across a single ATM virtual channel,
so this has to be done at a user level.

The end-to-end throughput observed by a user at the application level will typically be that
of the device or process (hardware or software) with the lowest throughput capacity in the
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path. Such a device or process is referred to ast-he bottleneck. In some cases, especially
when more than one resource must be used simultaneously in a transaction (such as when a
processor simultaneously requires the bus, memory, etc.) this bottleneck may be quit complex
in nature, possibly involving queuing delays encountered while gathering the resources that
must be used together.

A bottleneck is the I/O bus. Analysis shows that it is feasible to implement a 95 Mbits/sec
ATM host interface using current processor and bus technology. This is a simple interface
that leaves most of the ATM protocol processing to the host. For higher bandwidth, however,
the interface should contain a embedded processor, or at least a DMA controller that allows
data to be copied directly from the ATM host interface to a (user-level) buffer.

An ATM network will require a network management agent to be running at every UNI
which can communicate and exchange administrative messages with the user attachments at
the UNI for connection setup, tear down, and flow control of the payload using some standard
signalling protocol.

The major challenge during flow control is to try and only affect those connection streams
which are responsible for causing congestion, and not effect other streams which are well
behaved. And at the same time, allow a connection stream to utilize as much bandwidth as it
needs if there is no congestion. This topic is still an area of active research, experimentation,
and publications.

Remote Procedure Call

Modern LANs have low loss rates, however no network is completely reliable. The function
of the transport layer is to provide an efficient mechanism to cope with data loss. Traditional
RPC transports were designed for Ethernet, where RPC calls typically fit into a single packet.
Consequently RPC protocols have been optimized for single packet exchanges. With the small
cell size of an ATM network, however, data for typical RPC packets may not fit into a single
ATM cell.

Traditional RPC systems implement communication using either the byte stream concept or
the datagram concept:

• Reliable Byte Streams. This approach generally implies the use of protocols like TCP
as the underlying transport mechanism and hence suffer from the overheads imposed
by the transport layer. Further, packet boundaries are not prpsNved here - the stubs
cannot therefore in advance know how much further they can unmarshall on receiving
data - unmarshalling every data item requires a check to be made on the number of
bytes read .

• Datagrams. In this method, the entire data is typically marshalled into a single
datagram and then sent to the remote side using an unreliable service such as the UDP.
While this removes the disadvantage of not knowing exactly what can be unmarshalled
without making any checks, it introduces the folloWing inefficiencies:

The entire datagram must be retransmitted on timeout or packet losses.

This approach makes the pipelining of marshalling and transmitting impossible.
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The entire datagram must be stored in order to be able to retransmit it. This ties
up valuable buffer space.

Implementation of RPC over ATM networks need a new communication method, for the
expected increase in performance. This mechanism must overcome the disadvantages of both
the previous methods.

(RPC marshalling involves the converting of data from the host system's format to the remote system's

format. As this is the major activity of the stubs apart from actually sending the data, most of the
overheads introduced by the RPC arise from this. Efficient marshalling is hence the key towards RPC

whose latency is close to the network latency.)

Active Messages

Integrated computation and communication at low cost is the key challenge in designing the
basic building block for networks of workstations. Existing message passing machines devote
most of their hardware resources to processing, little to communication and none to bringing
the two together. As a result, a significant fraction of the processor is lost to the layers
of operating software required to support message transmission. Message driven machines
devote most of their hardware resources to message transmission, reception and schedul
ing. The dynamic allocation required on message arrival exclude simple network interfaces.
The message- by-message scheduling inherent in the model results in short computation run
lengths, limiting the processor power that can be utilized.

The fundamental issues in designing a balanced machine are providing the ability to overlap
communication and computation and to reduce communication overhead. The Active Message
model presented in this thesis minimizes the software overhead in message passing machines
and utilizes the full capability of the hardware. This model captures the essential functionality
of message driven machines with simpler hardware mechanism.

Under the Active Message model each node has an ongoing computational task that IS In

terrupted by asynchronous message arrival. A message handler is specified in each message
and serves to extract the message data and integrate it into the computation. The efficiency
of this model is due to elimination of buffering beyond network transport requirements, the
simple scheduling of non-suspensive message handlers, and arbitrary overlap of computation
and communication.

Active Messages are sufficient to support a wide range of programming models and permit
a variety of implementations tradeoffs. The best implementation strategy for a particular
programming model depends on the usage patterns typical in the model such as message
frequency, message size and computation run-length.

Distributed Shared Memory

Good performance has been achieved for DSM systems built on various research operating
systems. However, in order to use DSM as a platform for parallel computation on a network of
workstations, efficient user-level implementations must be available on commercial operating
systems.
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Although shar~d m~m9ry on a distributed network of workstations is a very attractive idea,
the latency of communication between the nodes restrict usefulness to large grained parallel
programs. There is a need to provide tools to tune applications to give higher speedups.
Using a mix of coherency protocols is one way, the University of Utah (Salt Lake City) is
investigating its benefits. Similarly, in applications with a high degree of synchronization,
some kind of pre-fetch will reduce the amount of time waiting on pages or locks. People at
the University of Utah are currently porting a large number of applications to Quarks and
after studying their behaviour, they want to be able to develop the required tuning tools.

Network of workstations

The speed of the network allows the fast collection of resources on the network - processors,
memory and disks - to viewed as a shared pool. This view opens up new approaches to
traditional system services, including virtual memory and file caching, as well opportunities
for large scale parallel computing within an everyday computing infrastructure.

The challenge is to provide the individual user with the fast and predictable response time
of a dedicated workstation while allowing tasks that are too large for the desktop to recruit
resources throughout the network. The raw performance of the network provides part of the
solution

Network interface

The two main objectives of V-Net - to provide efficient low-latency communication and to
offer high degree of flexibility - have been accomplished. The processing overhead on messages
has been minimized so that latency experienced by the application is dominated by actual
message transmission time. V-Net presents a simple network interface architecture which
simultaneously supports traditional inter-networking protocols as well as novel communication
abstractions like Active Messages.

Although the main goal of U-Net architecture was to remove the processing overhead to
achieve low-latency, a secondary goal, namely the delivery of maximum network bandwidth,
even with small messages.

V-Net also demonstrated that removing the kernel from the communication path can offer
new flexibility in addition to high performance. The TCP and VDP protocols implemented
using U-l\et achieve latencies and throughput close to the raw maximum and Active Messages
round-trip times are only a few microseconds over the absolute minimum.
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Recommendations and
Implementation considerations

J\T~ host interface

The most complicated design, but the one likely to yield the highest performance for high
speed traffic, is an ATM host interface with an on-board CPU and DMA capability. A
processor on the ATM host interface can perform the SAR processing more efficiently than
the host processor as it is dedicated to this task and has low-latency, high bandwidth to the
network interface. If the network interface can span the entire address space of a process,
messages can be transferred directly into application data structures without any intermediate
copy into a buffer. The main problem with this interface is, that it is difficult to implement
on current workstation hardware:

• The network interface must contain an MMU that is kept consistent with the main
processor.

• The network interface must be able to handle incoming messages which are destined to
an unmapped virtual memory page.

Thus in essence it requires:

• the network interface to include some form of memory mapping hardware,

• all of (local) physical memory to be accessible from the network interface, and

• page faults on message arrival to be handled appropriately.

It is promising that further work exploring these areas could significantly improve the perfor
mance of an ATM network. A possible design is a simple ATM host interface which provides
only the minimal hardware support, and an off-board processor with DMA and MMU for fast
access to both memory and network.
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TCP over ATM

Implementations of TCP over ATM networks do not exhibit the expected dramatic increase
in performance, due in part to the overhead of fragmentation, as well as to implementation
details like sizes of buffers used by the sender and receiver, as well as the protocols used to
scale back the flow of data under congestion and then increase it. End-to-end latency, in
particular, suffers because TCP is traditionally implemented in the kernel, thus requiring a
context switch and a message copy into kernel buffers for each transmission.

By allowing user-level access to high-speed network devices removes the kernel from the
communication critical path. This allows buffer management to remain under control of the
user process. It is generally believed that TCP and/or ATM protocols must be modified in
order to achieve maximum performance. A study of the behaviour of TCP over ATM can
verify this believing.

Idle cycles on a workstation clusters

Enough idle cycles have to be present in the cluster to effectively support both sequential
and parallel workloads. To measure these idle cycles, a user-level daemon must be build.
The daemon logs information every t seconds on CPU, memory, disk, keyboard and mouse
activity for N different workstations. Data collected for m months results in rou?;hly N *30*m
workstation-days of traces. By randomly selecting data from different weekday traces, the
log information can be used for a cluster of more than N workstations. Also, it is relevant to
known what the influence is of the definition of available on declaring a machine idle.

Implementation of Active Messages

There are several important issues that every implementation of Active Messages must deal
with. Of these issues, protection, reliability, notification, and synchronization will be dis
cussed. The solutions to these issues are dependent on the hardware platform:

• HP- UX machines: Implementation on the HP- UX machines is only possible, if the
Active Messages are built on TCP sockets. The main reason for this is that an user
application has no privilege to direct access the network interface. TCP lIP sockets
provide only a reliable communication, therefore some functionality requirements must
be built from the socket primitives:

Since a socket is iimited to pair-wise COII1Il1UUilatioll, each node must have a sep
arate connection path to all other nodes. All sockets must be scanned when there
is an Active Message poll.

TCP /IP sockets do not provide a means for signalling message arrival, so the
'queue' must be polled.

When sending requests or replies, both handlers and user code must be prepared
to service the network. In the implementation described so far, neither node can
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service the network if blocked on a socket write call. If the nodes are blocking
when writing data then deadlock would be achieved; each node would be waiting
for the other to service the network. Solution: create independent requests and
reply networks.

• INTEL 80x86 based machines: Using PC/MS-DOS as an operating system for im
plementing Active Messages differs from the previous for one important reason: PC/MS
DOS provides user-level access to the network interface.

Issues in Implementing Active Messages

• Protection. To provide protection, we must ensure that a message cannot be sent to
destination process which is not part of the currently running parallel program. This is
either ensured by involving the operating system on every message or by using a process
daemon.

• Reliability. To provide reliability, we must ensure that each message is delivered to the
destination once and only once. This is fairly easy in the context of dedicated parallel
supercomputers as usually the network guarantees reliable delivery once the message
is accepted. On the other hand, reliability is still a major research issue for clusters
of workstations which usually are connected by an unreliable network which may drop
packets.Thus, the source must buffer messages for potential retransmission.

• Notification and synchronization. For proper notification, we must ensure that the
main processor is notified upon the arrival of a message so that it can invoke the mes
sage handler. For proper synchronization, we must ensure that the message handlers
for incoming messages do not interfere in unexpected ways with the running compu
tation. There are two ways to notify the processor: one involves interrupts, and the
other polling. Since interrupting the processor when a message arrives is costly on most
architectures, the common solution is to have the processor poll at regular intervals
whether a new message has arrived. This has the added benefit that any required syn
chronization between ongoing computation and the incoming message is easily handled:
the processor do not poll in critical sections.

Active Messages given a co-processor

This co-processor could be either a dedicated processor for Active Messages or an embedded
processor on the (ATM) network-interface card. In this way, the main processor is not in
terrupted from its current computation. Another advantage of this implementation is that
the co-processor is likely to respond faster to an incoming message than the main processor
because the co-processor is continuously checking for new messages (unless it is handling
one). The main processor on the other hand, only polls at sporadic intervals since it is also
doing the regular computation. Message handlers which require special interaction with the
on-going computation may still have to be executed on the main processor. Thus we have
to distinguish two forms of active messages: those for the main processor and those for the
co-processor.
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Communication layers

Figure A.I summarizes how communication enters into computer architecture: it encompasses
all aspects of computer architecture that are related to communication and is divided into
three levels, namely the communication architecture, the communication micro-architecture,
and the communication hardware.

The full layering used in this thesis adds two levels on top of the communication architecture
which represent. the software run-time layers of a parallel program. Figure A.2 shows the
following five levels at which communication is defined or used:

• The communication hardware level is typically specific to a given machine model and
deals with logic design details of the implementation.

• The communication micro-architecture describes the organization and operation of the
function units involved in communication.

• The communication architecture abstracts the implementation specific details into the
operations that are visible to the machine language programmer or compiler. In prin
ciple, the architecture is implemented in hardware, although it may contain micro-code
sequences or even low-level system software.

• The communication model defines the application programmer's view of how processors
communicate. It is generally embodied in the communication semantics of a parallel
language or defined as an extension to a sequential language. The communication model
is implemented in a run-time substrate (or through the code sequences generated by
the compiler) using the primitives provided by the communication architecture.

• At the application layer communication is high-level and machine independent.
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Aspects of a comlnullication architecture

The communication architecture encapsulates the details of the micro-architecture and defines
the programmer-visible communication operations (or even instructions). The communication
architecture is typically implementation independent and is carried from one model of a
parallel computer family to the next.

In the traditional sense the communication architecture represents the boundary between the
hardware and the software. A good architecture will enable high-level optimizations while
hiding enough of the JL-architecture to allow for different implementations (with varying price
performance trade-offs) to present the same architecture.

While the communication architecture is conceptually part of the hardware, it is not neces
sarily implemented fully in hardware. In particular, most older micro-architectures provide
little or no support for extending the user protection boundaries across the network. This
means that, as undesirable as it is, these architectures offer no alternative but to pass all
communication through a privileged software layer in the kernel enforcing the protection.

In order to define a specific communication architecture the following three major aspects
of communication need to be specified: (i) the data representation of messages, (ii) the
operations to send and receive messages, and (iii) the events signalled by the network to
the processor. Table A.I presents a detailed template for the definition of a communication
archi teeture.

Aspects of a communication micro-architecture

The communication micro-architecture describes the low-level organization of the components
performing communication in a parallel machine. It is generally specific to a particular
implementation and many of its aspects are not visible to the software, possibly with exception
of the kernel.

The major aspects defined as part of the micro-architecture are: (i) the structure of the
interconnect, Oi) the network operation, and (iii) the protection mechanisms. Table A.2
contains a list of the details of the communication micro-architecture that are relevant tu the
design of the communication architecture.
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Table A.I: Aspects of a communication architecture

The data representation of messages
format The format of messages including destination address and other header

information, maximum length, data format and alignment
placement The placement of messages in the storage hierarchy as expected by send

operations and as delivered on reception.

The operations to send and receive messages
send The operations used to inject messages into the network
receive The operations used to extract messages from the network

The events signalled by the network to the processor
reception Events signalling the arrival of a message
send completion Events signalling success or failure of message injection.

Table A.2: Aspects of a communication micro-architecture

The structure of the interconnect
Network topology The topology of the network interconnecting processing nodes.
Network channels The characteristics of the links connecting processing nodes into tIl

net\vork (and interconnecting routing nodes, if applicable) includin~

the channel speed and width, flow-control on each link
Message format
Network volume

The network operation
Transmission mechanism

Network status and events

Routing

The protection mechanisms
Protection mechanisms

Network context

The format of messages recognized by the hardware.
The amount of buffer space built into the network which determines t~

number of messages each processor can pipeline through the network.

Mechanism by which data is moved into the network or extracted frol
the network.
Status provided by the network interface and, if applicable, process(
interrupt or event dispatch mechanisms.
Properties of the network routing visible to the message layer. IncludE
deadlock and live10ck avoidance issues.

Mechanisms to prevent unauthorized access to the network from use]
level.
Network state to be saved and restored on a context switch. Mechanisrr
to save and restore the state.
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Cost communication model

The most common cost model used in algorithm design for large-scale multiprocessors assumes
the program alternates between computation and communication phases and that communi
cation requires time linear in the size of the message, plus a start-up cost. Thus, the time to
run a program is T = Teompute + Teommunieate and Teommunieate = Ne(Ts + LeTb), where T s

is the start-up cost, n is the time per byte, L e is the message length, and N e is the num
ber of communications. To achieve 90% of the peak processor performance, the programmer
must tailor the computation to achieve a sufficiently high ratio of computation to commu
nication that teompute ~ 9Teommunieate. A high-performance network is required to minimize
the communication time, and it sits 90% idle!

If communication and computation are overlapped the situation is very different. The time to
run a program becomes T = max(Teompute + NeTs, NeLeTb). Thus, to achieve high processor
efficiency, the communication and compute times need only balance, and the compute time
need only swamp the communication overhead, i.e., Teompute ~ NeTs. By examining the
average time between communication phases (Teompute/ N e ) and the time for message trans
mission, one can easily compute the per-processor bandwidth through the network required
to sustain a given level of processor utilization. The hardware can be designed to reflect this
balance. The essential properties of the communication mechanism are that the start-up cost
must be low and that it must facilitate the overlap and co-ordination of communication with
on-going computation.

The time spent transmitting a message is often modeled as T = a +1/3, were a is the commu
nication overhead, I is the message length in bytes, and /3 the bandwidth. The communication
overhead is the time taken by the processor to send or receive a zero-length message and the
communication bandwidth measures the number of bytes that cross the network interface per
second.
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Glossary

A

adaptive: Taking local surroundings or history into account.

address space: A region of a computer's total memory, within which addresses are con
tiguous and may refer to one another directly. A shared-memory computer has only
one-visible address space; a disjoint-memory computer can have several.

architecture: The basic plan along which a rompnter has been constructed.

asynchronous: Not guaranteed to enforce coincidence in clock time. In an asynchronous
communication operation, the sender and receiver mayor may not be engaged in the
operation at the same instant in clock time.

B

barrier: A point in a program at which barrier synchronization occurs.

barrier synchronization: An event in which two or more processes belonging to some im
plicit or explicit group block until all members of the group have blocked. No process
in the group may pass a barrier until all processes in the group have reached it.

c
clock time: Physical or elapsed time, as seen by an omniscient observer external to a system;

nonrelativistic time.

D
disjoint memory: Memory that appears to the user to be divided among many seperate

address spaces. In a multicomputer, each processor typically has its own private memory
and manages requests to it from processes running on other processors. Disjoint memory
is more commonly called distributed memory, but the memory of many shared-memory
computers is physically distributed.

distributed memory: Memory that is phisically distributed among several modules. A
distributed memory architecture may appear to users to have a single shared memory
and a address space, or may appear as disjoint memory made up of many address spaces
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fork: To create a new process that is a copy of its immediate parent.

L

latency: The time taken to service a request, deliver a message, and so on, which is indepent
of the size or nature of the operation. The latency of a message-passing system is the
minimum time to deliver a message, even one of zero length that does not have to leave
the source processor.

livelock: A situation in which a process A is forever blocked because a process B has pref
erential access to a resource needed by both.

M

message layer: Software implementing the communication architectue.

message passing: A style of interprocess communication in which processes send discrete
messages to one another. Some computer architectures are called "message-passing" ar
chitectures because they support this model in hardware, although message passing has
often been used to construct operating systems and network software for uniprocessor
and distributed computers.

R

run-time substrate: Library providing machine independent abstractions used in the im
plementation of a programmming language.

s
shared memory: Memory that appears to the user to be contained in a single address

space and that can be accessed by any process. In a uniprocessor or multiprocessor
there is typically a single memory unit, or several memory units interleaved to give the
appearance of a single memory unit.

u
user-level: Non-privileged protection level of software.

v
virtual channel (YC): A generic term used to describe unidirecLiolleel transport of ATM

cell associated by a common unique identifier value.

virtual ch:'lnnp.l connection (YCC): A concatenation of VC links that extends between
two points where the adaption layer is accessed. VCCs are provided for the purpose
of user-user, user-network, or network-network information transfer. Cell sequence in
tegrity is preserved for cells belonging to the same VCC.

virtual channel identifier (Yel): Identifies a particular VC link for a given VPC.

virtual channel link: A means of unidirectional transport of ATM cell between a point
where a VCI value is assigned and the point where that value is translated or terminated.
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virt ual path: A generic term used to describe unidirectional transport of ATM cells belong
ing to virtual channels that are associated by a common unique identifier value.

virt ual path connection (VPC): A concatenation of VP links that extends between the
point where the VCI values are assigned and the point where those values are translated
or removed, Le., extending the length of a bundle of VC links that share the same
VPI. VPCs are provided for the purpose of user-user, user-network, or network-network
information transfer.

virtual path identifier (VPI): Identifies a particular VP link.

virtual path link: A group of VC links, identified by a common value of VPI, between a
point where a VPI value is assigned and the point where that value is translated or
terminated.
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Abbreviations

AAU
ATM
CLP
CPE
GFC
HEC
LAN
NNI
OAM
PDU
PMD
PT
SAR
SDH
SDU
SONET
SSCS
TC
TDM
UNI
VC
VCI
VPI

ATM-user-to-ATM-user
asynchroon transfer mode
Cell loss priority
Customer Premises Equipment
Generic flow control
Header error control
local area network
Network-Network Interface
Operation and maintenance
Protocol Data Unit
Physical Medium Dependent
Payload type
Segmentation and Reassembly
Synchonous digital hierarchy
Service Data Unit
Synchronous Optical Network
Service-specific convergence sublayer
Transmission Convergence
time division multiplexing
User-Network Interface
virt ual channel
virtual channel identifier
virt ual path identifier
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